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ABSTRACT
This study examines the regional development of sugar
chests and related forms and the factors which brought
about this development.
In the first third of the
nineteenth century, the sugar chest became a relatively
common piece of furniture in parts of Tennessee and
Kentucky among people of a certain socioeconomic
background. While sugar chests are occasionally found
outside Tennessee and Kentucky, these states constitute the
primary area of development and use. Middle Tennessee is
the focus of the study although analogies are be made to
other areas for comparative purposes.
The symbolic meaning of sugar, its expense, its
relative scarcity, and its importance in dietary and
entertainment customs resulted in a perceived need by
nineteenth-century Americans to safeguard this commodity.
Inaccessibility to the market, household size, and
wealth created among the elite in Middle Tennessee and
parts of Kentucky a unique set of circumstances that
generated both the need and the ability to purchase and
consequently to store large quantities of sugar during this
period. The sugar chest conveyed the same status that
owning and serving sugar did since it reflected one's
ability to buy and store large quantities of sugar.
Artisans and their patrons developed a wide range of
variations of the sugar chest form, including sugar desks,
sugar cases, sugar tables, sugar stands, sugar bureaus,
sugar presses, and sideboard sugar chests.
While sugar chests continued to be made and used in
some households in Middle Tennessee throughout the 1840s,
they ceased to be found in elite urban households by the
1820s. As sugar became more affordable and more available
on a regular basis, the need for storage and safeguarding
of large quantities of sugar declined, at least in urban
areas. Moreover, as the urban elite became more conscious
of prevailing styles in other parts of the country and as
their dining rooms grew increasingly specialized, the sugar
chest became an outmoded piece of furniture.
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SUGAR CHESTS IN MIDDLE TENNESSEE
1800 - 1835

INTRODUCTION

In the first third of the nineteenth century, the
sugar chest became a relatively common piece of furniture
in parts of Tennessee and Kentucky among people of a
certain socioeconomic background.

Middle Tennessee,

located in the heart of the area of production of sugar
chests, is the focus of this study although analogies are
made to other areas for comparative purposes.

While many

variations in the form of the sugar chests exist, the most
common form consists of a rectangular box-shaped, hingedlid

storage bin with legs.

Typically the bin is divided

into three compartments and, as with most southern case
furniture, fitted with a lock.

Usually there is a drawer

below the storage bin, and in some cases, the drawer is
likewise fitted with compartments.

The bin provided

storage for sugar of one or more varieties and perhaps for
coffee while the drawer apparently provided storage for
utensils such as sugar nippers or for spices.

As Mary

Rawls Dockstader pointed out in her seminal article on
sugar chests published in The Magazine Antiques in 1934,
the southern planter could produce most food items that he
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required with the exception of sugar, coffee, and spices.1
The sugar chest in parts of Tennessee and Kentucky thus
served the purpose of storing the very foodstuffs that were
needed but could not be locally produced.
The sugar chest, an easily recognizable form of
furniture during the first half of the nineteenth century
in Middle Tennessee, conveyed the same status that owning
and serving sugar and sweets did since it reflected one's
ability to buy and store large quantities of this expensive
commodity.

Middle Tennesseans prominently displayed sugar

chests in their houses in the early nineteenth century.
Yet, the significance of sugar and sugar chests as symbols
of status and the importance of sugar to the diet of Middle
Tennesseans does not provide, in the absence of other
factors, an explanation for the regional development of the
form.
This study examines both the regional development of
furniture forms designed to store and safeguard sugar and
the factors which brought about this development.

Chapter

I provides the historical and cultural setting of Middle
Tennessee in the first third of the nineteenth century.
Chapter II focuses on the symbolic value of the commodity
of sugar as well as its availability and cost in Middle
Tennessee.

Chapter III examines the sugar chest and its

2Mary Rawls Dockstader, "Sugar Chests,” The Magazine
Antiques 25 (April 1934): 140.

related forms.

Chapter IV delineates the geographic area

in which these forms were made.

Chapter V explores the

rise and decline of popularity of sugar chests during the
period among different levels of society.
The conclusions reached in this paper are based upon a
review of a wide variety of primary and secondary
materials.

Travelers' accounts, diaries, and reminiscences

were utilized to provide information regarding the social,
economic, and physical setting of Middle Tennessee during
the early nineteenth century.

Recipe books and other

prescriptive manuals were examined to determine uses of
various sweeteners as well as recommended methods for
storage.

Data regarding the availability and prices of

different types of sugar was obtained from newspapers and
store account books.

Probate records provided much of the

information for this study.

Estate records for ten of the

twenty-five existing counties in Middle Tennessee revealed
the extent of geographic and temporal popularity of sugar
chests and related forms among different classes of
society.

In addition, records from four counties in East

Tennessee were examined.

The inherent prejudices of these

records must be acknowledged.

Wills, inventories, and sale

accounts are records only of people who died in a certain
year.

They do not present a complete picture of life in a

given region.

Moreover, probate filings were not made for

every individual who died and were heavily weighted towards
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white males of economic means.

In many instances, complete

records for a given county are simply not available.
However, patterns of the existence and use of objects may
be detected from review of estate records over a period of
time.
The most important documents used in this study are
the sugar chests themselves.

The other sources primarily

assist in providing the cultural context in which these
objects were made and used.

Once an understanding of the

cultural setting is achieved, it is possible to detect
underlying determinative factors in the development of the
sugar chest.

Such factors include geographic isolation,

the development of a healthy plantation economy, the rise
of a genteel society and of urban market centers, and
technological advances in transportation.

CHAPTER I

The first permanent settlement within the limits of
what was to become Tennessee took place in late 1768
following a treaty consummated with the Six Nations that
expanded the territory available for English settlement
westward and southward to the Tennessee River.1

The

boundaries between North Carolina and Virginia in this
newly expanded territory were not yet charted when settlers
from North Carolina moved into what today constitutes the
northeastern corner of Tennessee.2

Exploration, initially

by hunting parties, resulted in a westward movement of
settlers across the Cumberland Mountains culminating in the
founding of Nashville on the banks of the Cumberland River
in 1779.

However, permanent white settlement west of the

Tennessee River did not commence until long after Tennessee
became a state in 1796.

Only after the negotiation of a

treaty with the Chickasaws in 1818, did settlers move
across the Tennessee River into western Tennessee.
1Samuel Cole Williams, Dawn of Tennessee Valiev and
Tennessee History (Johnson City, Tennessee: The Watauga
Press, 1937), p. 234.
2Historv of Tennessee (Nashville: The Goodspeed
Publishing Company, 1887), p. 121 (hereinafter cited as
Goodspeed History)•
6
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Memphis, situated high on the bluffs overlooking the
Mississippi River in the southwestern portion of the state,
was founded in late 1818.3

The settlement patterns and the

geography easily divide Tennessee into three "Grand
Divisions" —

East Tennessee, which reaches to the

Cumberland Mountains; Middle Tennessee, which reaches
westward to the Tennessee River; and West Tennessee, which
is bounded on the west by the Mississippi River (see map in
fig. 1).
While Nashville is the best known of the early
settlements in Middle Tennessee, three separate companies
had set out from East Tennessee in 1779 intent on settling
the fertile lands of the Cumberland River Valley.4
Davidson County, of which Nashville became the county seat,
was formed in 1783 by act of the North Carolina
legislature.

All other counties in Middle Tennessee were

formed from land initially part of Davidson.5

Indians

posed a threat to the settlers along the Cumberland until
around 1794 when a major excursion was launched against
them.6

In spite of Indian threats, settlement was rapid

3Goodspeed History, pp. 151, 162.
4Harriette Simpson Arnow, Seedtime on the Cumberland
(New Yorks The MacMillan Company, 1960), pp. 214-21.
5Eastin Morris, The Tennessee Gazetteer (1834;
reprint, with a preface by Robert M. McBride, Nashville:
Williams Printing Company, 1971), p. 142.
6Jay Guy Cisco, Historic Sumner Countv. Tennessee
(1909; reprint, Nashville: Charles Elder, 1971), p. 21.
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in this area of Middle Tennessee, and by 1790 the
population of Davidson, Sumner, and Tennessee (later
Montgomery and Robertson) Counties exceeded 7,000.7

Most

of the early settlers came from North Carolina and
Virginia, perhaps by way of East Tennessee, and were
predominantly of British origin.8

Many of the early

settlers were recipients of land grants from North Carolina
for Revolutionary War service.

Indeed, by 1792, a high

percentage of the forted settlements along the Cumberland
had been built by these former soldiers.9

Settlement in

Middle Tennessee spread out from the core of Davidson and
Sumner into the surrounding territory.

At the time of

statehood in 1796, Middle Tennessee was composed of three
counties; however, the number of counties multiplied
rapidly to twenty-one counties by 1809.

While there would

be later readjustment of boundaries and formation of new
counties in order to comply with constitutionally enforced
restrictions on county size, the Cumberland River Valley in
upper Middle Tennessee was essentially settled and divided
into counties by 1807.

The area along the southern border

of Tennessee, north of the present day Alabama border, was
settled slightly later and its land was not fully divided

7Goodspeed History, pp. 360-61.
®Arnow, Seedtime, p. 243.
9Harriette Simpson Arnow, Flowering of the Cumberland
(New York: The MacMillan Company, 1963), p. 7.
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into counties until 1817.10

The map in figure 2

illustrates the county configuration as of 1827.
The availability of rich fertile land attracted
settlers to Middle Tennessee.

As described in The

Tennessee Gazetteer in 1834, East Tennessee was generally
mountainous compared to the level country of Middle
Tennessee and the "gently undulating surface" of West
Tennessee.

East Tennessee was generally regarded as too

elevated for the successful cultivation of cotton which was
the staple crop of the western regions of the state.11

The

Frenchman Andre Francois Michaux, who travelled through
Tennessee in 1802, wrote that East Tennessee was "in every
respect inferior in fertility" to the other parts of the
state.12

He also commented regarding the profitability of

cotton:
. . . that the poorest family may quickly acquire a
certain degree of affluence in West Tennessee,
particularly, if after being five or six years
established, they are enabled to purchase one or two
10The county formation through 1817 was as follows:
Davidson (1783), Sumner (1786), Tennessee (1788, later
abolished and consolidated into Robertson and Montgomery),
Robertson (1796), Montgomery (1796), Wilson (1799), Smith
(1799), Williamson (1799), Jackson (1801), Dickson (1803),
Stewart (1803), Rutherford (1803), Overton (1896), White
(1806), Warren (1807), Bedford (1807), Hickman (1807),
Franklin (1807), Maury (1807), Humphreys (1809), Lincoln
(1809), Giles (1809), Lawrence (1817), Wayne (1817).
11Morris, pp. 6-7.
12Francois Andre Michaux, Travels to the Westward of
the Allegheny Mountains in the States of Ohio. Kentucky and
Tennessee (London, 1805), p. 301.
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negroes and to increase the number gradually.13
Michaux' observations regarding the fertility of the land
and the agricultural base for the state proved to be
portentous.

The rich farmland of Middle and later West

Tennessee attracted more settlers than mountainous East
Tennessee.

As the population of Tennessee grew rapidly

from an aggregate population of 35,691 in 1790 to 681,904
in 1830, making it the fifth most populous state in the
Union,14 the population of Middle Tennessee grew to almost
double that of East Tennessee.

Moreover, the statistics

regarding the percentage of population constituted by
slaves in Middle and West Tennessee as compared to East
Tennessee reflect the differing agricultural development of
different areas of the state and the emergence of a
plantation economy in Middle and West Tennessee.15
13Michaux, Travels, pp. 294-95. By West Tennessee,
Michaux meant that area west of the Cumberland Mountains
encompassing both Middle and West Tennessee.
14Gross population statistics for the state reflect
the following:
Aggregate Population
1790
35,691
1800
105,602
1810
261,727
1820
422,771
1830
681,904
Goodspeed History, p. 36.
Morris, p. 60.
15Morris (pp. 60-62) compiled the following statistics
from the 1830 United States census:
White
Slave
Total
East Tennessee
176,644
17,887
196,474
Middle Tennessee
288,844
98,324
389,395
West Tennessee
72,499
26,161
99,001
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By the 1820s, Middle Tennessee was also a governmental
center.

Knoxville, located in East Tennessee, was the

capitol of the state until 1812, at which time the seat of
government began to move between Knoxville, Nashville, and
Murfreesboro.

Murfreesboro was the county seat of

Rutherford County, also located in Middle Tennessee.

The

capitol moved permanently to Nashville in 1826 although it
was not officially named the capitol until 1843.16
Nashville also received national attention during this
period since as the home of Andrew Jackson.

As described

by one historian, "Nashville was The Town, serving early as
a travel center for an area of several thousand miles.”17
Michaux was not impressed when he visited Nashville in
1802, noting that it had only about seven or eight houses
built of brick and about one hundred twenty of plank.

He

also commented that although Nashville had been in
existence for fifteen or sixteen years, it still had no
"manufacture or public establishment."18

After leaving

Nashville, however, Michaux visited the large stone house
built by General James Winchester in Sumner County in the
late 1790s and found it to be "very elegant for the

16Morris, p.44. William T. Alderson, "Tennessee, A
Historical Introduction," The Magazine Antiques 100
(September 1971): 380.
17Arnow, Flowering, p.385.
18Michaux, Travels, pp. 245-46.
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country.”19 As described by one author, Cragfont
represented "the conquering of the Cumberland by style."
General Winchester had brought house carpenters, including
his nephew William Winchester, from Baltimore to assist in
the building of Cragfont.20

Daniel Smith, a member of the

party that founded Nashville in 1779 and for whom Smith
County was named, was a recipient of a land grant in Sumner
County from the state of North Carolina for war service.21
Rock Castle, the house that Smith built on this land

in the

early 1790s, was one of the first stone houses in
Tennessee.

Smith brought his carpenter nephews, Peter and

Smith Hansborough, from Philadelphia to assist in the
construction of his house.22

In the next two decades,

fashionable brick houses were built in Nashville as well as
in the surrounding countryside of Middle Tennessee.23

By

1817, one traveller described Nashville as "principally
built of brick."24
As the population and prosperity grew, Middle
19Michaux, Travels, p. 254.
20James Patrick, Architecture in Tennessee (Knoxville:
University of Tennessee Press, 1981), pp. 18, 71.
21Arnow, Seedtime, p. 234, 330.
22Patrick, p. 18.
23Patrick, pp. 61-102.
24Anne Newport Royall, Letters from Alabama on Various
Subjects . . .. (Washington, D. C., 1830; reprint,
University: University of Alabama Press, 1969), p. 21,
cited in Patrick, p. 60.
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Tennesseans began to demand fashionable furnishings for
their new houses.

Nashville had developed considerably by

1833 when Captain J. E. Alexander spent time there during
his year of travels throughout North and South America.
After dining at the home of Thomas Yeatman,

"a wealthy and

most intelligent gentleman," Captain Alexander wrote:
• • • and I beg to state for the information of the
silver-fork school, that in the houses of the "gens
comme il faut" at Nashville, there was handsome
furniture, a handsome table-service, and above all.
handsome ladies to preside. What more need I say?25
One historian described Yeatman and his business partners
in the banking firm of Yeatman and Woods as "the most
spectacularly successful of all Nashville businessmen"
during the period.26

Yeatman's house was very finely

furnished according to the 1834 inventory of his estate.
The inventory listed, among other items: eight sofas,
thirty-six rush bottom chairs, twelve mahogany chairs, nine
portraits, three Brussels carpets, seven ingrain carpets,
two pier tables and glasses, three gilt framed mantle
glasses, two pairs of card tables, one round marble top
center table, one nest of tea tables, one piano, one

25Capt. J. E. Alexander, Transatlantic Sketches.
Comprising Visits to the Most Interesting Scenes in North
and South America, and the West Indies (London, 1833;
reproduced on microcard, Louisville, Kentucky: Lost Cause
Press, 1961), p. 106.
26Anita Shafer Goodstein, Nashville. 1780-1860: From
Frontier to Citv (Gainesville: University of Florida Press,
1989) pp. 35-36. Goodstein also points out that his estate
was valued in excess of $500,000.
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sideboard, two breakfast tables, one dining table, and one
wine cooler.

Yeatman also had owned an extensive wine

cellar comprised of, in part, one barrel of Madeira,

"735

doz. Champaigne Wine in Boxes", two dozen barrels of wine,
six dozen barrels of claret, thirty-one barrels of pale and
red sherry.27
Nashville clearly had undergone dramatic changes
between 1802 when Michaux visited the city and 1833 when
Alexander visited, but these changes were gradual.

As

consumer studies in other areas have noted and as the
inventories from Middle Tennessee demonstrate, capital
goods rather than consumer goods represented the primary
financial investment of aspiring landowners.28

As Barbara

Carson suggests in Ambitious Appetites, patterns of
behavior may be detected from the review of a number of
inventories.29

An examination of the estate and inventory

records of ten Middle Tennessee counties between the years
1784 and 1835 revealed an increasing presence of material
27Inventory of the Property of Thomas Yeatman,
Davidson Wills and Inventories, March 1834, Book 10, pp.
277-78.
28See, for example, Elizabeth A. Perkins, "The
Consumer Frontiers Household Consumption in Early
Kentucky," Journal of American History 78 (September 1991):
486-510.
Perkins points out that early inventories are
more likely to list hoes and cows than "the genteel
trappings of bed and board."
29Barbara G. Carson, Ambitious Appetites: Dining.
Behavior, and Patterns of Consumption in Federal Washington
(Washington, D.C.: The American Institute of Architects
Press, 1990), p. 31.
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goods in the possession of some Middle Tennesseans.30
The 1806 inventory of Lewis Green reflected a
comfortable household, probably one of the most comfortable
in Middle Tennessee at that time, but did not reflect the
proliferation of material objects seen in later years.
the time of his death,

At

Green owned fifteen slaves, two

head of horses, eighteen head of cattle, twenty-four head
of hogs, and twenty-four geese.

His inventory also listed,

in parts
five Beds and furniture, 11 lbs. of Feathers, one
Desk, 3 Tables, one Sugar Chest, one Rum Case, two
Looking Glasses, Eleven Chairs, 3 Trunks, one Broken
Set of Chania [china] • • • 23$ Dozen Plates, 5
Tumblers • . • half dozen Silver Table Spoons, one
Dozen Tea Spoons, 2 Sugar Cannisters . . . half Dozen
Tin Cups . • . .31
Ten years later, the inventory of the estate of the wealthy
merchant William Tait contained even more consumer items.
Tait, a Scotsman, had moved to Nashville in 1786 from
Philadelphia, served as mayor of the town from 1811 to

30The following estate records for Middle Tennessee
were examined:
Davidson County Wills and Inventories, 1784-1835
Dickson County Administrators Settlements, 1823-1845
Lincoln County Wills and Inventories, 1809-1824
Maury County Wills and Inventories, 1806-1835
Robertson County Wills and Inventories, 1796-1834
Rutherford County Wills and Inventories, 1802-1835
Smith County Wills and Inventories, 1805-1835
Sumner County Inventories and Settlements, 1808-1821,
1826-36
Williamson County Wills and Inventories, 1800-1835
Wilson County Wills and Inventories, 1802-1835
31Inventory of the Estate of Lewis Green, Davidson
County Wills and Inventories, October 1806, Book 3, p. 138.
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1813, and was the largest landowner in Davidson County at
the time of his death,32

The inventory of his estate not

only listed the items he owned at the time of his death,
but also placed a value on them.

Among these items were

the following:
One secretary and bookcase valued at $70.00
Fifty-nine yards of Brussels carpeting valued at
$177.00
One sideboard valued at $50.00
One sugar chest valued at $3.50
One "sett Dining Northumberland Tables” valued at
$25.00
Twelve red "guilt” chairs with two arm chairs valued
at $50.00
Twelve yellow chairs valued at $20.00
One "sett Blue Table china ware" valued at $50.00
Two dozen table knives and forks with ivory handles
valued at $14.00
Eight window curtains, "complete" valued at $50.00
One backgammon box valued at $6.0033
The consumer revolution had also reached other counties in
Middle Tennessee.

The 1819 inventory of the estate of

Charles Lewis of Sumner County, who owned forty-two slaves,
included the following household furnishings: one
sideboard, two tables, sixteen chairs, one desk, one press,
one sugar chest, two looking glasses, and two hundred

32Goodstein, pp. 27-29.
33Inventory of the Estate of William Tait, Davidson
County Wills and Inventories, August 1816, Book 7, pp. 4246. A "sett of Dining Northumberland Tables" apparently
refers to a set of three tables, two with rounded ends and
a center section with hinged leaves. Derita Coleman
Williams and Nathan Harsh, The Art and Mvsterv of Tennessee
Furniture and its Makers (Nashville: Tennessee Historical
Society, Tennessee State Museum, 1988), p. 49.
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twenty-one pieces of cupboard ware.34

Joel Childress of

Rutherford County, at the time of his death in 1822, owned
thirty-five slaves and the following objects, among others,
at the stated values: one piano forte ($375.00), one s e t .of
dining tables ($24.00), one sugar chest ($6.00), one desk
and bookcase ($60.00), one sideboard ($75.00), one set of
gilded tea china ($60.00), and one set of gilded dining
china ($70.00).35

While not all households in the

comparatively rich counties of Davidson, Rutherford, and
Sumner Counties were as well equipped as these households,
by the 1820s the elite in certain Middle Tennessee counties
had both the ability and desire to create a fashionable
appearance.

In 1818 the Englishman Henry Bradshaw Fearon

wrote:
Spots in Tennessee, in Ohio and Kentucky, that within
the life-time of even young men, witnessed only the
arrow and the scalping-knife, now present to the
traveller articles of elegance and modes of luxury
which might rival the displays of London and Paris.36
A visit to a household such as that of William Tait,
Charles Lewis, or Joel Childress no doubt provoked Fearon's
34Inventory of the Estate of Charles Lewis, Sumner
County Inventories and Settlements, February 1819, Book 1,
pp. 391-92.
35Inventory of the Estate of Joel Childress,
Rutherford County Wills and Inventories, November 1822,
Book 5, pp. 242-45.
36Henry Bradshaw Fearon, Sketches of America: A
Narrative of a Journey of Five Thousand Miles Through the
Eastern and Western States of America (London, 1818;
reprint, Bronx, New York: Benjamin Bloom, 1969), p. 204.
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comment.
The inventory of the estate of George Ross, a wealthy
farmer in Dickson County, recorded a higher abundance of
consumer goods than did most probate inventories for that
county.

At the time of his death, he owned:

5 Feather beds & steads, 1 cherry dining Table, 1
Little square walnut Table, 1 walnut cupboard, 1
cherry sugar chest, one Large walnut press, 9 old
chairs, one Yankey Clock, one small lott crockery
ware, ditto coopers tools, 2 Brass Candlesticks, 1
Cherry candle Stand, one looking glass, 1 hair trunk,
1 coffee mill, 1 tea board . . . Kitchen Furnature . .
. Knifes & forks . . ..37
Ross had a considerable investment in his forty-three
slaves, livestock, and farming equipment; however, his
house was not equipped in the manner of Tait, Lewis or
Childress•
The 1824 inventory of Thomas Joyce of Lincoln County
reflects the later settlement of his county as compared to
the counties of upper Middle Tennessee.

He had accumulated

more personal property at the time of his death than most
of his contemporaries in Lincoln County, but his primary
investment was in capital goods.

His inventory lists nine

slaves, sixty-eight hogs, four head of horses, fourteen
head of cattle, one yoke of oxen and cart, forty-two head
of sheep, forty-four geese, and nine ducks.

His

furnishings were comfortable, but by no means luxurious.

37Inventory of the Estate of George Ross, Dickson
County Administrators Settlements, April 1830, Book 1, pp.
194-95.
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Among other items, he owned: four feather beds and
furniture, five bedsteads, one cupboard and furniture, one
"falling" [tea] table, one square table, one chest, one
trunk, two looking glasses, one clock, one sugar chest, and
eight chairs.38
Wealth in Middle Tennessee came from the land, and the
counties with the richest land were settled and developed
more rapidly than other counties.

Farmers cultivated

tobacco, corn, and wheat in addition to cotton.

Horse

breeding grew in importance in upper Middle Tennessee as
well.

The Tennessee Gazetteer of 1834 described the land

of Davidson County as "generally excellent and under a high
state of cultivation" and also commented very favorably on
the land of Maury, Rutherford, Sumner, and Williamson
Counties.39

Moreover, Lincoln, Smith, and Wilson Counties

had good farming land, but the soil of Dickson County was
"of an inferior quality."40

Curiously, no comment was made

about the land of Robertson County although the soil of its
neighboring Montgomery County was described as "not
generally productive."41
The population statistics in table 1 provide
38Inventory of the Estate of Thomas Joyce, Lincoln
County Wills and Inventories, January 1824, Book 1, pp.
377-78.
39Morris,

pp. 142, 200, 247,

258, 280.

40Morris,

pp. 144, 192, 253,

281.

41Morris,

pp. 206,244-45.
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TABLE 1
POPULATION IN 1830 OF CERTAIN MIDDLE TENNESSEE COUNTIES1

Davidson

Free
Whites

Free
People of
Color

Slaves

Total
Population

Slave
Population
as
Percentage
of Total

15,988

472

11,629

28,089

41%

Dickson

5,571

32

1,658

7,261

23%

Lincoln

17,934

64

4, 088

22,086

19%

Maury

18,164

28

9,961

28,153

35%

Robertson

9,584

95

3,623

13,302

27%

Rutherford

17,321

155

8,654

26,130

33%

Smith

17,114

83

4,294

21,492

20%

Sumner

13,179

133

7,247

20,559

35%

Williamson

16,006

129

10,473

26,608

39%

Wilson

19,252

302

5,923

25,477

23%

i n f o r m a t i o n in this table was compiled from data in Eastin
M o r r i s , Tennessee Gazetteer (Nashville, 1834; rept. Nashville,
1971), pp. 61-62.
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information on the development of these Middle Tennessee
counties.

The statistics for Davidson, Maury, Rutherford,

Sumner, and Williamson Counties reveal higher percentages
of the population constituted by slaves, indicating both
the relative wealth in these counties and the development
of a plantation economy.

Since Robertson County was an

early county (1796), its inhabitants were fairly well
settled by 1830 and owned a relatively high percentage of
slaves.

However, its population did not reach the levels

of adjacent counties with better farm land.

The "inferior

quality" of the soil of Dickson County apparently kept its
population down as well.

Later-settled Lincoln County had

a sizeable white population in 1830, but a comparatively
small slave population.
The later-settled counties still bore much resemblance
to the frontier in the 1820s.

The contrast between the

older, wealthier counties and the newer counties is
apparent in the diary entries of Juliana Margaret Conner of
Charleston, South Carolina.

Mrs. Conner kept a diary of

her wedding trip through parts of North Carolina and
Tennessee in 1827.

After a visit to General and Mrs.

Jackson at the Hermitage, she wrote:
. . . first a description of the House — you enter a
large and spacious hall or vestibule, the walls
covered with a very Splendid french paper — beautiful
scenery, Figures &c — the floor an oil cloth —
handsome sofa — chairs, table with liquors &c &c —
to the right are two large handsome rooms furnished in
fashionable and genteel style, as drawing rooms rich
hangings — carpets &c — to the left is the dining
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room and their chamber — there was no splendour
dazzle
the eye but everything elegant and neat •

to
.

• •

Indeed, her overall impression of Nashville was "a very
well built city".43

She described Murfreesboro (the county

seat of Rutherford County) as "quite a pretty place [with
a] number of good looking buildings" although the roads
between Murfreesboro and Nashville were "so rocky that the
horses could scarcely go out of a walk.1,44 Franklin (the
county seat of Williamson County) also was described as
"quite a pretty place."45

As Mr. and Mrs. Conner travelled

further south and west of Nashville, however, her favorable
impressions of Middle Tennessee changed.

In describing the

best inn in

Pulaski (Giles County), she wrote, "but were it

possible to

compare the superlative of bad I think we

might

go 3 deg. farther and then not find a term adequate."46
They did eat breakfast the next day, however, at a "good
looking brick house" located two miles outside of

42Juliana Margaret Conner, Diary, June 10 to October
17, 1827, Southern Historical Collection, Manuscripts
Department, Wilson Library, University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill, September 2, 1827. The Hermitage admired by
Mrs. Conner underwent substantial rebuilding in 1831 and,
after a fire in 1834, in 1835-1836. Patrick, pp. 121, 173.
43Conner, September 1, 1827.
44Conner, August 29 and 30, 1827.
45Conner, September 6, 1827.
46Conner, September 7, 1827.
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Pulaski.47

Lawrenceburg (Lawrence County) was "not much

more than an apology for a town" in the opinion of Mrs.
Conner.48

Carrollville (now Clifton) in Wayne County

"consisted of 8 or 10 log houses and a small frame court
house 1 I !"49
Viewed as a whole, Middle Tennessee comprised a wide
spectrum of society in 1835 from the comparative elegance
of Nashville to rough living on a virtual frontier.

By

1834, the population of Nashville was about 7,000, and the
town had about three hundred brick warehouses, almost one
hundred stores, several churches, a university, iron
foundries, steam powered saw mills, practitioners of varied
trades, and numerous doctors and lawyers.50

The wealth in

the surrounding farmland had produced a town capable of
supporting a wide variety of commercial and professional
enterprises.

Maury, Rutherford, Sumner, and Williamson

developed in much the same way as Davidson County did.
Each of these four counties had thriving agricultural
communities and small trading centers.

Murfreesboro

(Rutherford) served as the state capitol for a brief
47Conner, September 8, 1827.
48Conner, September 9, 1827.
49Conner, September 10, 1827.
50Morris, p. 213. Mrs. Conner was favorably impressed
with the stores of Nashville in the fall of 1827 and
commented on their stock as consisting of "very handsome
goods and fancy articles of late fashion." Conner, August
31, 1827.
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period.

None of these places ever developed to the extent

that Nashville did, however.

Founded earlier and situated

on the Cumberland River, Nashville had an advantage from
the start that the others did not have.

In the first few

years of the nineteenth century, when the wealth of
Davidson County still stemmed principally from the land,
the patterns of consumption of material goods that are
reflected in probated inventories were remarkably similar
in the counties of the Cumberland River Valley.

Over time,

however, differences began to emerge as certain counties
passed others in economic development.

CHAPTER II

Any attempt to understand the regional development and
distribution of the sugar chest and related forms requires
an examination of the history, meaning, and uses of sugar,
the primary commodity intended to be stored within the
sugar chest.

Sugar was virtually unknown in Europe until

around 1000 A.D. when it was introduced to Venice from
North Africa and quickly exported northward.1

According

to the anthropologist Sidney Mintz, sugar's relative
scarcity and expense transformed it into a symbol of power
and wealth.2

In 1226, Henry III requested that 3 pounds of

sugar be obtained for him at the great Winchester fair if
that much was available.

By 1243, however, he was able to

purchase 300 pounds of "zucre de Roche”, presumably lump
sugar.

Different types of sugar were available in England

by 1265 as the accounts of the Countess of Leicester
reflect purchases of both "ordinary sugar" and powdered
White sugar in that year.3

While sugar became increasingly

1Sidney W. Mintz, Sweetness and Power: The Place of
Sugar in Modern Society (New York: Viking Penguin, 1985),
pp. 23-24.
2Mintz, p. 31.
3Mintz, pp. 82-83.
25
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available in England over the course of the next few
centuries, sugar remained "the monopoly of a privileged
minority, and its uses were still primarily as a medicine,
as a spice, or as a decorative (display) substance."4

By

1800, however, sugar had become an expensive and widely
desirable sweetener and preservative, a development that
corresponded to the proliferation of other previously
exotic imports such as tea, coffee, and chocolate.

By the

end of the eighteenth century, hot sweetened tea had become
an important part of the caloric intake of the English
working class.5
As English consumption of and demand for sugar
increased, so did England's position in the market as a
refiner, shipper, and producer of sugar.

England had

become the most important refining center for sugar by the
end of the sixteenth century; and by the end of the
seventeenth century, England and France controlled the
European sugar market through their establishment of sugar
colonies in the Caribbean.6

After the Restoration, the

4Mintz, p. 45. Edible table decorations composed of
sugar pastes such as marzipan were popular among royalty
and the nobility in Europe during the fourteenth, fifteenth
and sixteenth centuries in Europe (pp. 87-88). Mintz
points out that one of the extraordinary virtues of sugar
is its ability to serve so many functions (p. 78).
5Mintz, pp. 6, 108-110. Estimated British per capita
consumption of sugar increased from 4 pounds in 1700 to 18
pounds in 1800.
6Mintz, pp. 35-40.
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English sugar trade reached a new stage with the enactment
of the navigation acts which required the English sugar
colonies to ship all of their sugar on English ships to
English ports.

The quid pro quo was that the Caribbean

sugar planters enjoyed a protected home market.

While the

sugar planters complained about the high tax placed on
their sugar in England, this tax was considerably less that
placed on foreign sugar.7

This protectionist policy was

not disassembled until the middle of the nineteenth century
when the heated debates regarding the policy revolved in
part around the issue of whether or not it was appropriate
to encourage a system based on slavery.8

The dismantling

of this policy resulted in a marked decrease in the price
of sugar in the world market.9
The sugar production process in the English sugar
colonies changed little over the course of two hundred
years.

While sugar cane can be planted at any time of year

in the Caribbean islands, it grows best when planted during
the wet season in the months from June to November.

A

sugar cane crop takes from fourteen to eighteen months to
ripen.

Thus, if planted during the wet season, the sugar

cane can be harvested during the dry season in the months
7Richard S. Dunn, Sugar and Slaves; The Rise of the
Planter Class in the English West Indies. 1624-1713 (New
Yorks W. W. Norton & Company, Inc., 1972), pp. 80, 206.
8Mintz, pp. 61-62.
9Mintz, p. 129.
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from January to May.

Planters tried to structure the

planting of their fields so that the harvesting could be
staggered throughout the months of the dry season.

When

ripe, the cane was cut by hand, bundled, and taken to the
mills for grinding.

The cane had to be ground within a few

hours of cutting or its sugar content deteriorated.

Once

ground, the extracted juice had to be boiled within a few
hours before it began to ferment.

With constant boiling

and evaporation, the juice gradually crystallized into
sugar •10
Once crystallized, there were two processes of curing
the sugar.

Most sugar produced in the West Indies was

cured by the method which produced muscovado, or brown,
sugar.

Under this method, the thick, syrupy sugar was

poured into cone-shaped ceramic molds with a hole cut in
bottom to allow molasses to drain off.

The process which

produced the more refined white sugar also involved pouring
the thick syrup into cone-shaped molds, but these molds
were sealed with wet clay.

Over time, the moisture from

the clay seeped through the sugar and dissolved so much of
the molasses that the sugar turned white.

The curing

method to produce brown sugar took only about a month in
comparison with the method for white sugar which took
almost four months, and brown sugar had the added advantage
to the planter of having a lower duty assessed on it upon
10Dunn, pp. 190-195.
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arrival in England.

Brown sugar was packed into hogsheads

and shipped to England where it might or might not be
further refined into white, or loaf, sugar.11
As sugar usage spread to all classes of society, sugar
became less a symbol of power even so sugar and
particularly white sugar remained a symbol of status.
White sugar was preferred to brown sugar or molasses for a
variety of reasons.

Its whiteness connoted further

refinement and hence expense —
white sugar carried prestige.

thus the ability to serve
While stating that the

English preference for white sugar may represent an
imitation of the tastes of the Arabs, Mintz points out the
ancient association in Europe of whiteness and purity.12
White sugar was also preferred for very practical reasons
as in its purer form it combined better with other foods
and was more easily preserved.13
Prescriptive manuals and recipe books of the
nineteenth century provided advice regarding what type of
sugar to use, how to prepare sugar for use, and how to
disguise the use of molasses.

The "experienced

housekeeper" who wrote American Domestic Cookery in 1819
stated, "[sjugars being an article of considerable expense
in all families, the purchase demands particular
n Dunn, pp. 195-96.
12Mintz, p. 87.
13Mintz, p. 78.
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attention.”14

The book further recommended maintaining a

state of readiness for entertainment and suggested that
"sugars of different qualities [be] kept broken" and
"spices [be] pounded and kept in small bottles closely
corked".15

A recipe book written by "a lady of

Philadelphia" gave the helpful hint that sugar could best
be powdered [to render the loaf sugar usable] by pounding
it in a mortar or by rolling it on pasteboard with a
rolling pin.16

The experienced housekeeper cited above

preferred the method of rolling sugar to that of pounding
it in the mortar as too much sugar was lost in the pounding
method.17

The New Family Receipt Book provided advice on

how to free molasses from its sharp taste and render it
more like sugar, but cautioned against attempts to
substitute molasses for sugar in certain foods and

14American Domestic Cookery (Baltimore: Fielding,
Lucas, 1819), p. 17.
15American Domestic Cookery, pp.15-16. Eunice Tripler
recorded the hardness of loaf sugar and the need for
breaking it. She wrote:
The white sugar of my childhood all came in large
loaves or rather pyramids and had to be broken for use
with knife and hammer or sometimes nippers. This in
itself was no light task.
Some Notes of Her Recollections (New York: The Grayson
Press, 1910), p.42.
16Seventv-Five Receipts for Pastry. Cakes and
Sweetmeats (Boston: Munroe, Frances, 1830), p. 2.
17American Domestic Cookery, p. 17.
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beverages.18

These prescriptive manuals and recipe books

were known to housewives in Middle Tennessee.

For example,

the 1834 inventory of James E. Galloway of Maury County
included a copy of Domestic Cookery, and the 1833 inventory
of Nicholas P. Smith of williamson County included a copy
of Virginia Housewife.19
A review of manuscripts of recipe books from the first
half of the nineteenth century provides glimpses into what
sweeteners were used, but no definitive answers.

While

certain recipes specify loaf sugar, "whole white sugar
powdered fine", brown sugar, or molasses, others simply
call for sugar.20

Given the greater quantity of brown

18This process involved boiling the molasses with
water and charcoal for thirty minutes, pouring off the
liquid and boiling again until the liquid returns to the
consistency of molasses. The New Family Receipt Book
(London: John Murray, Albemarle Street, 1824), p. 127.
This same advice is also given by Mrs. E. A. Howland in The
American Economical Housekeeper and Family Receipt Book
(Cincinnati: H. W. Derby & Co., 1845), p. 102.
19Inventory of the Property of James Galloway, Maury
County Wills and Inventories, 1834, Book X, pp. 169-74.
Inventory of the Property of Nicholas P. Smith, Williamson
County Wills and Inventories, January 1833, Book 5, pp.
244-58.
20Recipe Book, 1835-1860 (MsV R5), Manuscripts and
Rare Books Department, Swem Library, College of William and
Mary.
Betsey Woodson V. Morton Recipe Book (MsV R 6 ),
Manuscripts and Rare Books Department, Swem Library,
College of William and Mary
(1845-1846). Rebecca H.
Duvall Recipe Book (MsV8), Manuscripts and Rare Books
Department, Swem Library, College of William and Mary (Port
Jefferson, Louisiana, 1856). Fannie D. Stuart Recipe Book
(MsVll), Manuscripts and Rare Books, Department, Swem
Library, College of William and Mary (Staunton,. Virginia,
1800-1830).
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sugar available and the tendency, at least in Middle
Tennessee (as discussed below), to use the term "sugar”
when referring to brown sugar not white sugar, perhaps use
of "sugar" meant brown sugar.

The American Economical

Housekeeper & Family Receipt Book published in 1845
provides a series of recipes for loaf cake.

Several

recipes simply specify "sugar"; one calls for "brown sugar
rolled fine" and molasses.

"Cheap Loaf Cake" requires only

molasses as the sweetener.21

A letter written by the West

Point cadet son of Attorney General William Wirt in 1820
provides evidence of the commonplace use of brown sugar
rather than white sugar.

Robert Wirt wrote to his mother

that his supper consisting of good bread, fresh butter, and
"nice coppras tea sweetened with brown sugar" was
delicious.22

The ambiguity of printed references to sugar

continued past the middle of the nineteenth century.
Housekeeping in the Blueqrass. a compendium of recipes
compiled by the ladies of the Presbyterian Church in Paris,
Kentucky in 1874, most frequently refers simply to "sugar"
as the ingredient in various types of cakes, but also
contains specific references to both brown and white
sugar.23
21Howland, pp. 21-22.
22Robert Wirt to his mother, Elizabeth, 1 October
1820, Wirt Papers, as cited in B. Carson, p. 108.
23Housekeepinq in the Bluegrass (Cincinnati: Geo. P.
Stevens & Co., 1876), pp. 96-115.
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Both loaf sugar and brown sugar were expensive items
in Middle Tennessee in the early years of the nineteenth
century.24

Sugar was shipped to Middle Tennessee from New

Orleans up the Mississippi River to the mouth of the Ohio
River and from the Ohio River to the Cumberland River which
ran through northern Middle Tennessee.

An examination of

the account book for the general merchandise store of
Winchester and Cage in Cairo (Sumner County), Tennessee for
the year 1811 provided a great deal of information
regarding the different types of sugar available for
purchase and the prices for different types of sugar,
coffee, tea and spices.

Cairo as a port on the Cumberland

was a center of trade for both Sumner and Wilson Counties.
According to one Sumner County historian, there were other
mercantile establishments in Cairo during the early
nineteenth century, but Winchester & Cage was dominant.25
The firm sold three types of sugar: loaf sugar, brown
sugar, and homemade sugar.

Loaf sugar sold throughout the

course of the year at prices ranging from $.42 to $.50 per
pound.

Brown sugar most frequently was referred to as

"Orleans sugar" or simply "sugar" and normally sold for
$.20 per pound.

Homemade sugar, also called "Kentucky

24Arnow, Seedtime, p. 387. According to Arnow, one
Nashville merchant was stocking sugar as early as 1786.
25Walter T. Durham, Old Sumner: A History of Sumner
County, Tennessee from 1805 to 1861 (Gallatin, Tennessee:
Sumner County Public Library Board, 1972), pp. 94-112.
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sugar," sold for $.12% per pound.26

Homemade sugar

apparently referred to maple sugar which had been made in
Middle Tennessee and Kentucky since the earliest days of
settlement.27

During the year 1811, Winchester & Cage also

sold coffee (at prices ranging from $.44 to $.48 per
pound), imported tea ($3.00 per pound), ginger ($.50 per
pound), allspice ($.50 per pound), pepper ($.50 per pound),
and nutmeg ($.25 apiece).28
The expensive prices of sugar, coffee, and spices were
not unique to Cairo, Tennessee or 1811.

These commodities

commanded high prices throughout Middle Tennessee through
the 1820s.

The record of the settlement of accounts in

1818 of the Williamson County estate of Hezekiah Puryear, a
storekeeper, listed the price for loaf sugar at $.40 per
pound, of brown sugar at $.22 per pound, and of coffee at

26A copy of the account book for Winchester & Cage for
the period from February to November, 1811 is available on
microfilm at the Museum of Early Southern Decorative Arts,
Winston-Salem, North Carolina (MESDA).
27Arnow, Seedtime, p. 415. The inventory of the
estate of Thomas Shivers includes "fifty weight of tree
sugar" (Inventory of Thomas Shivers, Davidson County Wills
and Inventories, September 1829, Book 9, p. 335). Middle
Tennesseans also made use of honey as a sweetener.
Numerous inventories list beehives or beestands among the
possessions of the decedent.
See, for example, A List of
the Property Sold of the Estate of John Campbell, Maury
County Wills and Inventories, 1834, Book C, pp. 331-33
(beehives); A List of the Property Sold of the Estate of
Spencer Carlin, Wilson County Wills and Inventories,
September 1833, Book 7, pp. 262-63 (a jar of honey and a
bee stand)•
28Winchester & Cage Account Book, 1811.
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$.40 per pound.29

On October 31, 1820, The Clarion, and

Tennessee Gazette, published in Nashville (Davidson
County), Tennessee reported "wholesale cash prices current,
at Nashville" for coffee as $.45 per pound and for New
Orleans brown sugar as $.17 per pound.30
Since it is a record of purchases on credit rather
than with cash, the Winchester & Cage account book is not a
completely accurate reflection of the type of sugar
purchased by the citizens of Sumner County or of the total
quantities sold.

The account book nonetheless indicates

that a great deal more brown sugar was sold than loaf
sugar.

The account book also shows that even wealthy and

prominent men in the community such as General James
Winchester, who owned half of the store, purchased more
brown sugar than loaf sugar.

On September 18, 1811, for

example, General Winchester purchased (on credit) 20 pounds
of coffee and 38 pounds of (brown) sugar.

Three days later

he purchased three loaves, or 1535 pounds, of sugar.3*
Confirmation of the relative abundance of brown sugar as
compared to white sugar is found in an advertisement which
appeared in The Clarion, and Tennessee Gazette in 1819.
29Settlement of the Estate of Hezekiah Puryear,
Williamson County Wills and Inventories, April 1818, Book
2, pp. 136-37.
30 No price was listed for white or loaf sugar. The
Clarion, and Tennessee Gazette. Nashville, Tennessee,
October 31, 1820.
31Winchester & Cage Account Book, 1811.
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Reuben Payne, Dry Creek Warehouse, Davidson County
announced that he had for sale for cash 27,000 pounds of
brown sugar, 1000 pounds of loaf sugar, and 2000 pounds of
coffee*32

Apparently Dockstader was correct in her early

article when she stated, "brown sugar met all ordinary
requirements, loaf sugar being reserved for company."33
In spite of its expense in the early nineteenth
century, the importance of sugar (and coffee and spices) as
foodstuffs to Middle Tennesseans of a certain socioeconomic
status is apparent from its inclusion in widow's
allotments.

The yearly provisions laid off for one Sumner

County widow, her son, and seven slaves in 1832 were as
follows:

"75 barrels corn, 2000 pounds pork, 5 bushels

salt, 200 pounds flour, 20 stacks fodder, 200 bushels oats,
50 pounds coffee. 100 pounds sugar".34

In 1822, the court

in Davidson County accorded support to the widow of Edmond
Owen and, presumably her family, to wit:
1200 pounds of bacon, 300 pounds of beef, 40 barrels
of corn, 125 pounds of brown sugar, 30 pounds of
coffee. 10 pounds of loaf sugar, and 2 pounds of te a .
400 pounds of flour, 1 pound of pepper. 1 pound of
allspice. 1 pound of ginger. 100 pounds ginned cotton,
300 pounds of salt, 5 gallons of vinegar, 2 milch cows
and calves, 1 stack of blade fodder, 1 stack of oats,

32The Clarion, and Tennessee Gazette. October 12,
1819.
33Dockstader, p. 141.
34Support to the Widow of Frederick L[?], Sumner
County Inventories and Settlements, February 1832, Book 3,
p. 79. Emphasis added.
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6 pounds of clean flax, 15
The Maury

pounds

of wool.35

County Court laid off provisions for one year to

Elizabeth Bradshaw, widow of William Bradshaw, "suitable to
his degree in life."36

These provisions included four

hundred pounds of sugar and one hundred pounds of coffee.
Certainly not every widow who received an allotment from
the court

was supported in such a fine

fashion.

Mrs.Polly

Caruthers

received a relatively modest

allotment for

herself and her children by the Williamson County court in
1827:

"all bacon now on hand, which not enough and fifteen

dollars money, six shoats, all the corn on hand and one
beef cow, $5. worth of sugar, one barrel salt".37
widows were not allotted any sugar at all.38

Some

Among certain

members of society, however, sugar was considered a
necessity.
Given the expense of sugar, the ability to purchase
sugar and especially loaf sugar conveyed a message of
wealth and a sense of status.

Mintz stresses the fact that

sugar functioned "as a mark of rank —

to validate one's

35Widow's Support to Sarah Owen, Davidson County Wills
and Inventories, June 1822, Book 8, p. 110. Emphasis
added•
36Widow's Support to Elizabeth Bradshaw, Maury County
Wills and Inventories, June 1826, Book D, p. 116.
370ne Year's Provision for Mrs. Polly Caruthers,
Williamson County Wills and Inventories, August 1827, Book
7, p. 16.
38This statement is based upon a review of the estate
records from ten Middle Tennessee counties.
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social position, to elevate others, or to define them as
inferior,"39

Michaux applied this standard in assessing

the inhabitants of Lexington, Kentucky.

He wrote, "they

obtain coffee and raw sugar of different qualities from the
West Indies? for it is only the poorer class of inhabitants
who use the maple sugar."40
As discussed above, sugar, which was originally used
as a medicine, spice or decorative substance, achieved
widespread use as a sweetener and as a preservative by the
end of the eighteenth century.

Sugar both sweetened tea

and was a fundamental ingredient of many foods served with
tea.

Consumption of pastries and puddings became

widespread, and dessert became an expected course at lunch
and dinner in the period from 1750 to 1850.

Sugar also was

increasingly used as a preservative for fruits.41

Middle

Tennesseans' use of sugar apparently followed this same
pattern.

Their association of sugar with tea and coffee is

reflected in the records of Winchester & Cage.

For

39Mintz, p. 139.
40Michaux, Travels, p. 156. During this period,
Louisiana produced primarily brown sugar; thus the West
Indies were the main source for loaf sugar. Joe Gray
Taylor, Eating. Drinking, and Visiting in the Old South: An
Informal History (Baton Rouge, LAs Louisiana State
University Press, 1982), p.96. Dockstader stated that the
majority of the sugar was coming from the islands and that
probably makes sense given the much larger production in
the islands vis-a-vis Louisiana during this period (p.
144) .
41Mintz, pp.119-33.
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instance, on October 7, 1811, Mrs. Frances Gibson purchased
five pounds of sugar (brown), one half ounce of tea, and
one teapot; and on October 10, 1811, Matthew Alexander
purchased four pounds of coffee, ten pounds of sugar
(brown), and one pound of tea.42

Clearly all of this sugar

was not being served with tea and coffee, but also was used
in cooking and preserving.

According to an early Tennessee

historian, there was a long tradition of making jelly in
the region.43

Elizabeth Fox-Genovese cites many examples

of southern women toiling with their daughters and slaves
to make jams and preserves.44

The three separate purchases

by Exum Johnson of sugar and glass jars in August of 1811
at Winchester & Cage may reflect that preserves were being
made at his house that month.45

Fox-Genovese also cites

diary references to the making of blackberry wine in
plantation households.46

Sugar may have been used for the

same purpose in Middle Tennessee.47
42Winchester & Cage Account Book, 1811.
43Arnow, Seedtime, p. 416.
44Elizabeth Fox Genovese, Within the Plantation
Household: Black and White Women of the Old South (Chapel
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1988), p. 118.
45Winchester & Cage Account Book, 1811.
46Fox-Genovese, p. 118.
47Sugar was not, however, being used to make whiskey
as some have suggested.
Sugar was not an ingredient used
in the making of whiskey.
William Patterson of Smith
County responded to questions in the 1820 Census of
Manufactures. that the raw ingredients needed in his
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The ability to entertain elegantly necessitated the
use of large quantities of sugar.

Writing her

reminiscences in 1897, Jane H. Thomas recalled parties in
Nashville in her youth where sweet desserts were plentiful.
She wrote:
The refreshments at the parties were very different
from what they are now: They were very bountiful.
There was one table for meat only, and another for
candy, cakes and fruit, etc. They always had sillibub
and boiled custard.
In the center of the table they
made a large pyramid of jelly and custards, put up in
beautiful glasses. They always had tea, coffee, and
chocolate.
There was always a large bowl of toddy
with baked apples in it, called apple-toddy.
Everybody sat down to the table, and at each plate
there was a small pie, made in patty-pans.
The crust
was baked in scalloped patty-pans and filled with
preserves. . . ,48
Even Miss Thomas was impressed by the party which Mrs.
Jacob McGavock gave for her father, Judge Felix Grundy,
when he was elected to fill a vacancy in the United States
Senate in 1829.

She recalled, "[t]he party excelled

anything I had ever seen in Nashville.

. . They went to New

Orleans and got a French confectioner to prepare the
supper.”49

While Miss Thomas fondly remembered these

distillery operation were corn and rye. Records of the
1820 Census of Manufactures, Tennessee, Smith County,
Tennessee, p. 395. Arnow provides a description of the
distilling process in Flowering, pp. 272-75.
48Jane H. Thomas, Old Days in Nashville. Tenn.:
Reminiscences (Nashville: Methodist Episcopal Church,
1897), p. 39.
49Thomas, p. 57. A rather lengthy description of Mrs.
McGavock's party included the following statement: "On all
the tables were all kinds of large and small cakes,
confectionery, and fruits." The information regarding Judge
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events, she also commented that, "the ladies used to try to
surpass each other in the elegance of their dinings."50
Events such as the ones described by Miss Thomas
demonstrate the sense of status that was conveyed by having
the ability both to purchase sugar and to serve sweets to
large numbers of people.
Key to the storage of all this sugar in Middle
Tennessee was the sugar chest.

Middle Tennessee estate

inventories of the period provide evidence that sugar was
stored within sugar chests.

An inventory filed in

Williamson County in 1818 listed "one sugar chest and
sugar" among the items belonging to the deceased."51

An

1818 inventory from Davidson County listed nineteen pounds
of sugar and eighteen pounds of coffee immediately before
the entry for a sugar chest suggesting that these
commodities were stored within the chest.52

In a lawsuit

involving a will contest in Grundy County in 1850, one
witness testified that sugar and coffee as well as money
and papers were kept in the sugar chest, for it was one of

Grundy's election is from Morris, p. 60.
^Thomas, p. 39.
51Inventory of the Estate of Hinchen L. Bass,
Williamson County Wills and Inventories, April 1818, Book
2, p. 374. See also, Inventory of the Property and Account
of the Sale of the Property of Thomas Wisen, Sumner County
Inventories and Settlements, May 1816, Book 1, pp. 259-60.
52Inventory of the Estate of Francis May, Davidson
County Wills and Inventories, April 1818, Book 7, p. 295.
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only two pieces of furniture in the house which were kept
locked.53
While there was no standard size for the sugar chest,
the storage bin of most chests seems to have been at least
18 to 20 inches deep, 26 to 30 inches wide, and 18 to 20
inches tall.54

As discussed further in Chapter III, the

storage bins typically are partitioned into two or three
compartments with one large compartment comprising about
two-thirds of the storage capacity.

Given the much larger

quantity of brown sugar purchased as compared to white
sugar, presumably brown sugar was stored in the larger
compartment, and loaf sugar and/or coffee in the other
compartment(s )•

The larger section of the bin of most

sugar chests could have held at least eighty pounds, and
perhaps as much as one hundred fifty pounds of brown sugar.
Depending upon how the remainder of the bin was
partitioned, the chest could also hold about fifty pounds
of loaf sugar and/or coffee.

Susannah Perkins probably

stored the one hundred fifty pounds of brown sugar, twentyfive pounds of loaf sugar, and fifty pounds of coffee
allotted to her by the court in the sugar chest she

53Testimony of Elizabeth Walker, Robert Tate v Heirs
of James Tate, Box 91, p. 29, Middle Tennessee Supreme
Court Case Files, Tennessee State Museum and Archives,
Nashville.
Grundy County, located in southeastern Middle
Tennessee, was formed from lands in Franklin and Warren
Counties in 1844.
54Williams and Harsh, passim.
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purchased at the sale of her husband's property.55
Throughout the 1810s, when loaf sugar ranged in price
from $.40 to $.50, brown sugar from $.20 to $.22, and
coffee from $.40 to $.44, the contents of the bin of a
large sugar chest could have had a value in excess of $50.
Additionally, the drawer of the sugar chest could have been
used to store spices and/or sugar nippers.

When Jane

Motheral purchased one hundred fifty pounds of brown sugar
for $17.25, forty pounds of coffee for $14.40, and a sugar
chest for $12.00 at the estate sale of her husband in 1824,
she presumably intended to store the commodities in the
sugar chest.

Although the price of brown sugar had

decreased from the high prices charged in the 1810s, the
combined value of her sugar chest and the sugar and coffee
stored inside it was $43.65.56
Middle Tennesseans were perpetuating a tradition that
was centuries old when they elected to store sugar in a
locked box.

Sara Paston-Williams writes that by the

thirteenth century in great houses in England, sugar and
spices were kept under lock-and-key and doled out in small

55Widow's Support to Susannah Perkins, Davidson County
Wills and Inventories, March 1823, Book 8, p. 178. Account
of the Sale of the Property of William 0. Perkins, Davidson
County Wills and Inventories, March 1823, Book 8, pp. 18182.
56Account of the Sale of the Property of John
Motheral, Williamson County Wills and Inventories, October
1824, Book 3, pp. 743-45.
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quantities to the cook.57

While the use of sugar was much

more common by the nineteenth century, sugar was still a
valued and valuable commodity.

Lack of trust in one's

servants, whether black or white, and even one's family
members, was widespread.

Robert Roberts, butler to a

former Massachusetts governor and author of The House
Servant's Directory. wrote that the cook commonly did not
have "the confidence of her employer so much as to be
intrusted with the care of the store-room".58

The mother

of Kate Carney of Murfreesboro (Rutherford County),
Tennessee apparently maintained tight control over the
storage of certain foodstuffs.

Kate Carney recorded in her

diary on March 16, 1859 that ". . . Ma would not let me
have the keys to get any sugar or butter, which vexed me a
little . . ..1,59
The need for a lockable sugar chest is evident, but
the procedure for removing sugar for use in cooking or
simply to place in a sugar dish to be served with tea and
coffee remains less clear.

As discussed in more detail in

Chapter III, sugar chests were kept in dining rooms or
57Sara Paston-Williams, The Art of Dining: A History
of Cooking and Eating (London: National Trust Enterprises,
L td., 1993), p. 37.
58Robert Roberts, The House Servant's Directory
(Boston, 1827; facsimile ed., Waltham, Mass.: Gore Place
Society, 1977), p. 147.
59Kate S. Carney, Diary, 1859-1862; 1876, Southern
Historical Collection, Manuscripts Department, Wilson
Library, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
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other public spaces of houses.

In all likelihood, the

mistress of the household would unlock the sugar chest and
remove what sugar was needed.

Since brown sugar was sold

in bulk and presumably stored loose in the larger
partitioned area of the bin, the desired quantity of brown
sugar could have been removed with a scoop and placed in a
vessel of some sort.

Loaf sugar, however, was much harder

than brown sugar and was sold in individually wrapped,
conical packages.

Reminiscing about her childhood in

Washington, D. C., Eunice Tripler wrote, "[l]oaf sugar when
sold was-always wrapped in dark blue paper —
by a cap of the same paper —
the loaf."60

kept in place

which fitted over the top of

Similarly, Caroline King recalled her

"especial delight" in her family's store closet in Salem,
Massachusetts s
the row of tall conical shaped pyramids of loaf sugar
which always looked to me like a party of masqueraders
cloaked and hooded in long purple dominoes, while
their bright-colored labels fastened with little bows
of red ribbon formed gay aprons for the group.61
Sugar loaves sold at the Winchester & Cage store varied in
weight from three-and-a-half pounds to six-and-a-half

60Tripler, p. 42. Eunice Tripler was born in 1822 and
lived in Washington until the age of twelve.
61Caroline Howard King, When I Lived in Salem. 18221866 (Brattleboro, Vermont: Stephen Day Press, 1937), pp.
109-10, cited in Jane C. Nylander, Our Own Snug Fireside:
Images of the New England Home, 1760-1860 (New York: Alfred
A. Knopf, 1993), 195.
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pounds.62

Logically, these hard loaves were stored in the

sugar chest still wrapped in paper.

To remove a small

amount of

loaf sugar would thus require unwrapping the loaf

and using

sugar nippers to cut

off a portion.

Sugar chests

are unlike bottle cases which frequently were equipped with
slides where bottles and glasses could be set.

While the

practice is undocumented, presumably the mistress carried
the loaf or partial loaf out of the dining room and into a
service area in order to break off the desired amount of
sugar without creating a mess in her public room, damaging
the top of her sugar chest
or losing

(by

small amounts of her

having set the loafthere),
expensive commodity which

might flake off the brittle, compacted loaf in the process
of nipping.
Sugar had to be stored and safeguarded not just from
members of one's household, but also from rodents and
insects.

In A Treatise on Domestic Economy, Catherine

Beecher recommended placing cups of water beneath the feet
of furniture in which food was kept, such as sideboards and
food safes, to keep ants out.63

The degraded feet of many

sugar chests provide evidence for the fact that sugar
chests stood in small tins of water or even kerosene to

62Winchester & Cage Account Book, 1811. Smaller
amounts of loaf sugar could also be purchased.
63Catherine Beecher, A Treatise on Domestic Economy
(Boston: Marsh, Capen, Lyon and Webb, 1841), 376, cited in
Nylander, p. 127.
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prevent insects from climbing up the legs of the chest.
Storing sugar and spices in a wooden case with a lid
prevented rodents from access to these expensive
foodstuffs.
Regarding the issue of storage, Fox-Genovese points
out that supplies typically were bought in bulk because of
the difficulties of obtaining them on a daily basis and
because of the large size of plantation households.64

The

implication of Fox-Genovese's statement is that supplies
were difficult to obtain on a daily basis as a particular
household might not have ready access to stores at which to
purchase these supplies.

Confinnation of the practice of

bulk purchase of at least certain commodities is found in
the allotment to the widow of William Compton.

The one

year's support granted by the court to Elizabeth Compton
and her family included "the supply of sugar and coffee
which is now on hand.”65
The size of a household clearly would have an impact
on the amount of sugar required.

A southern household of

the period included not only family members, but also
slaves.66

While the procedure for doling out rations to

64Fox-Genovese, p. 118.
65Widow's Allotment to Elizabeth Compton, Wilson
County Wills and Inventories, January 1834, Book 7, p. 333.
Apparently the practice of bulk purchase of sugar and
coffee continued even after these commodities were more
readily available as discussed later in this chapter.
66Fox-Genovese, pp. 24, 31-32.
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slaves varied, one former slave from Campbell County,
Tennessee interviewed in the 1930s recounted that she had
received provisions on a weekly basis,

Mrs. Mollie Moses

stated:
Miss Nancy she teached me all kinds of cooking,
putting up berries, making pickles and baking bread
and cakes and everything, her old man Cain give us
good grub them days. Monday mornings we go to the
Cains to get rations for the week.
They gave us three
pounds wheat [f l o u r ? a peck of meal, a gallon of
molasses, two pound of lard, two pound of brown sugar,
rice and everything.67
The recollection of Mrs. Moses probably dates from the time
immediately preceding the Civil War when sugar was more
affordable and available than it was during the first third
of the nineteenth century.

Nevertheless, household

requirements for sugar would have included the amounts
allotted to slaves.

Even if Charles Lewis of Sumner

County, whose probate inventory was discussed in the
preceding chapter, only distributed sugar to his forty-two
slaves on special occasions such as Christmas, the quantity
of sugar needed to operate his household on an annual basis
could easily have been as large as the amounts granted in
some of the widow's allotments recounted above.
Moreover, a review of newspapers published in
Nashville in the early nineteenth century reveals that
sugar was not always available to be purchased at stores in

67Lowell H. Harrison, "Recollections of Some Tennessee
Slaves," Tennessee Historical Quarterly 33 (Summer 1974):
177-78.
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Middle Tennessee.68

Logically, therefore, sugar would be

purchased in quantities to last for an extended period of
time.

The Tennessee Gazette published a list of Nashville

wholesale prices on January 12, 1810.

Coffee was listed as

selling for $.43 per pound, but was scarce.

Sugar (as

discussed above, this reference was to brown sugar) was
listed as selling for $.20 per pound.

There was no listing

for loaf sugar, perhaps because it was not available.

On

May 4 of the same year, the firm of Stump & Rapier placed
the following advertisements
We have just received by the arrival of the BARGE
LARK,

(from New Orleans) a large and elegant

assortment of GROCERIES consisting of the following
articles s
Brown and Loaf Sugar
Batavian Coffee (green)
Lisbon and Sherry Wines
Jamaica Spirits . . ..69
The same advertisement is repeated in the next two issues

68Microfilmed copies of the following newspapers
published in Nashville, Tennessee were reviewed:
The Impartial Review - random issues from 1807 through
1809
The Tennessee Gazette - January 12, 1810 to June 25,
1811
The Democratic Clarion and Tennessee Gazette - July 2,
1811 to January 19, 1813
The Clarion, and Tennessee Gazette - October 12, 1819
to December 26, 1820
69The Tennessee Gazette, May 4, 1810.
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of the newspaper (May 11 and May 18).

There was not

another advertisement for sugar until W. & G. Morgan & Co.
placed an advertisement for "refined sugar" on July 6,
1810.

This same advertisement was repeated in most issues

of the newspaper until the end of November when W. & G.
Morgan advertised having received their "fall and winter
supply of goods".
any sugar.

This supply, however, did not contain

This same pattern of shipments of sugar

arriving by barge in the spring with no further shipments
being received until the following spring was repeated the
following year.

One historian estimates that there were a

dozen barges and keelboats operating between Nashville and
New Orleans between the years 1810 and 1818, boats that
departed Nashville in December and returned in May.70
While the importance of Philadelphia and Baltimore as
suppliers of goods to Middle Tennessee should not be
underestimated, the principal trading was done with sources
in New Orleans where a ready market was found for the
tobacco and cotton produced in Middle Tennessee.71

Henry

Bradshaw Fearon, an Englishman who recorded his travels
through Tennessee and Kentucky in 1817 and 1818, wrote that
the amount of time required to ship goods down the Ohio and
Mississippi Rivers to New Orleans from Louisville, Kentucky
was about twenty-eight days while the trip upriver from New
70Goodstein, p. 30.
71Durham, p. 100.
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Orleans to Louisville only required ninety days,72
Steamboats began to operate on the Mississippi River during
this period, but the first steamboat, The General Jackson,
did not arrive in Nashville until 1819.73

The advent of

steamboat travel was noted by Fearon, however, as he
recorded that by steam the trip downriver from Louisville
to New Orleans took only twelve days and upriver from New
Orleans to Louisville only thirty-six days "when their
machinery does not meet with an accident."74
The arrival of the first steamboat in Nashville was
quickly followed by others.

A notice was placed in The

Clarion, and Tennessee Gazette on December 14, 1819, that
the steamboat Rifleman carrying freight and passengers
would depart from the mouth of the Cumberland River at "the
first rise of water."

By 1821, Winchester & Cage had

purchased a steamboat, The Cumberland, which was the first
to operate out of Cairo.75

The advent of steamboats

probably explains why the large quantity of 27,000 pounds
of brown sugar was advertised in October of 1819 and why
shipments of sugar reached Nashville earlier than usual in
the spring of 1820.

On March 14, 1820, Archibald & George

72Fearon, p. 246.
73Robert H. White, Tennessee: Its Growth and Progress
(Nashville: Robert H. White, 1947), p. 174.
74Fearon, p. 246.
75Durham, pp. 108-09.
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M'Neil had already received a shipment of goods from New
Orleans when they placed an advertisement that they were
offering for sale, "6000 lbs. best Green Coffee, 4000 lbs.
Loaf Sugar, 10 boxes Imperial and Hyson Tea, and a general
assortment of Groceries".76
With the advent of steamboats and consequent lessening
of transport time, shipments of sugar now arrived in Middle
Tennessee earlier in the spring and later in the fall
assuring a more constant supply of sugar at least in
Nashville.77

By 1824, the price of sugar had dropped so

that white or loaf sugar could be purchased for about $.35
per pound and brown sugar (depending on its quality) for
between $.123* and $.14*3 per pound78; and by 1829, loaf
sugar was purchased in a quantity of forty-one pounds at an
estate sale at a price of $.17 per pound.79

A predilection

for valuing sugar based upon its relative scarcity had
already been established, however, so that sugar continued
76The Clarion, and Tennessee Gazette. March 21, 1820.
77Advertisements in The Clarion, and Tennessee Gazette
reflect the earlier arrival of shipments from New Orleans
in the spring of 1820 (advertisement placed by Archibald
and George M'Neil on March 14 and appearing in the paper on
March 21, 1820) and the arrival of shipments of sugar in
the fall of 1819 (advertisements placed by Reuben Payne,
Thomas Hill and Thomas Yeatman, October 12, 1819).
78Settlement of the Estate of Joseph Coldwell, entry
for 1824 which was recorded in June 1826, Davidson County
Wills and Inventories, Book 8, p. 560.
79Account of the Estate Sale of Timothy D. Laurence, a
storekeeper, Davidson County Wills and Inventories, May
1830, Book 9, pp. 397-98.
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to connote prestige at certain levels of society.
Originally prized for medicinal purposes and used as a
spice and decorative substance by royalty, over the course
of eight hundred years sugar slowly spread to all levels or
society.

Even after sugar in some form or another was

consumed regularly by most Americans and western Europeans,
vestiges of its earlier symbolic meaning remained.
The symbolic meaning of sugar, its expense, its
relative or intermittent scarcity, and its importance in
dietary and entertainment customs resulted in a perceived
need by nineteenth-century Americans to safeguard this
commodity.

While this need is difficult to understand

today when sugar is relatively inexpensive, plentiful, and
already included in many foodstuffs, sugar historically had
been kept under lock and key.

Several factors distinguish

Middle Tennessee and parts of Kentucky in the first third
of the nineteenth century from the rest of nineteenthcentury America.

Until the advent of steamboats and,

later, railroads, coastal markets were relatively
inaccessible to these lands as well as the Backcountry in
general during certain parts of the year.

The rich,

fertile land of Middle Tennessee and Kentucky and the
plantation economy fostered by it set these areas apart
from many areas of the Backcountry.

Increased household

size due to slaveholdings created the need to purchase and
store large quantities of sugar.

As discussed in the
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following chapters, this perceived need led to the
development of the sugar chest form in this region in the
early years of the nineteenth century.

CHAPTER III

Inaccessibility to the market, household size, and
wealth created among the elite in Middle Tennessee and
parts of Kentucky a unique set of circumstances that
generated both the need and the ability to purchase and
consequently to store large quantities of sugar during the
first third of the nineteenth century.

This particular

need and ability resulted in the development of an regional
furniture form —

the sugar chest.

Regionalism is an important issue in the decorative
arts.

As Charles F. Montgomery discussed in his essay in

American Arts 1750 -1800. Towards Independence, regional
qualities in the decorative arts are the product not just
of specialization and trade practices, but also of taste.
Although admitting to some overlap between the two
concepts, he differentiated between "regional
characteristics" and "regional preferences."

He argued

that regional details of construction and of ornament are
the product of training in a certain tradition,
specialization, and trade in such aspects of objects as
inlay, turnings, and carved pieces.

On the other hand, in

his opinion, patrons exerted influence on choice of wood
55
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and form.

Certain forms achieved popularity in certain

areas and not in others.

For instance, so-called highboys

with scrolled pediments were popular in Pennsylvania and
New England but relatively uncommon in New York and the
southern colonies.

With the adoption of the neoclassical

style in the late eighteenth century, Montgomery stated
that regional preferences, particularly as they relate to
form, began to fade in the face of a growing national
esthetic even as regional characteristics continued to
exist.1
While regional preferences may have given way to a
national esthetic in urban and coastal areas in the early
nineteenth century, regional preferences were slower to be
supplanted in areas less accessible to the national market.
Edward S. Cooke, Jr. used chairs to illustrate the
different development of furniture-making in two towns in
Connecticut.

He attributed the wider variety of forms and

decoration in Woodbury, Connecticut to increased inter
regional market activity, a stratified social structure,
and the influx of artisans from different regions
produced.2

While the furniture in Cooke's study predated

Charles F. Montgomery, "Regional Preferences and
Characteristics in American Decorative Arts: 1750-1800," in
American Art: 1750-1800. Towards Independence, eds. Charles
F. Montgomery and Patricia E. Kane (Boston: New York
Graphic Society, 1976), pp. 50-65.
2Edward S. Cooke, Jr., Fiddlebacks and Crooked-backs:
Elijah Booth and Other Joiners in Newtown and Woodbury,
1750-1820 (Waterbury, Connecticut: Mattatuck Historical
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the adoption of the neoclassical style, Jonathan Prown
discussed the same phenomenon in his study of the furniture
of Petersburg, Virginia between the years of 1760 and 1820.
Prown traced the development of regional furniture-making
traditions through the first decades of the nineteenth
century in Petersburg.

He argued that even in the face of

outside design influences, Petersburg cabinetmakers and
patrons held on to a local style.

Petersburg, like other

areas of the South, eventually succumbed to the effects of
a national furniture style as increased coastal trade and
northern industrialization created a "homogenizing effect
on American furniture design."

Prown suggested that later

developments in regional design characteristics can be
found in the more remote areas to which "artisans moved to
escape the competition created by imported wares."3
Middle Tennesseans and, no doubt, Kentuckians
consciously attempted to keep abreast of the latest styles
and fashions prevailing in the eastern part of the country.
To a certain extent, they were successful in their
endeavors, at least by the late 1810s, if travellers'
accounts are to be believed.

However, their adoption of

the sugar chest was a decidedly regional response to a
regional need.

Many aspects of a piece of furniture can

Society, 1982), p. 37.
3Jonathan Prown, "A Cultural Analysis of FurnitureMaking in Petersburg, Virginia, 1760-1820," Journal of
Early Southern decorative Arts 18 (May 1992):104.
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serve as benchmarks of its regionality: form, construction,
choice of woods, style, and ornament.

As discussed in more

detail throughout this chapter, it is the form itself which
is the primary regional characteristic of the sugar chest.4
While the woods (cherry, walnut, tulip poplar, yellow pine)
used in the construction of sugar chests and related forms
are local rather than imported, they are also found in
other parts of the eastern United States.

Although some

Kentucky examples feature inlay patterns which identify the
objects as having been made in that state, the construction
and the neoclassical style and ornament of most sugar
chests fit within the prevailing norms of furniture
produced during the period throughout the country.

Thus,

while the sugar chest form was regionally distinctive, the
neoclassical style of the chest would have allowed it to
blend in with other furniture in the room.
Various forms of furniture designed for storage
existed by 1800, but no form specifically intended for
sugar existed except the relatively small sugar box.
Southern cabinetmakers and their clients apparently looked
to forms such as chests, bottle cases (cellarets), desks,
bureaus, presses, and sideboards in developing furniture in
which to store sugar.

While the sugar chest was by far the

most commonly inventoried furniture form designed for the

4The parameters of the area of sugar chest production
are discussed in Chapter IV.
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storage of sugar, references were found in estate
inventories to sugar desks, sugar cases, sugar stands,
sugar tables, sugar bureaus, and sugar presses; one
reference to a sideboard sugar chest was also found.

Table

2 itemizes the distribution of different forms among the
Tennessee counties surveyed.
While sugar chests and related forms designed to store
a large quantities of sugar became common among people of
means in Middle Tennessee during the early nineteenth
century, every household did not own a sugar chest.

There

are numerous references in the estate records to other,
smaller containers for sugar.

John Langham of Davidson

County owned both a large sugar canister ($1,373$) and a
small sugar canister ($.75) at the time of his death
according to the 1810 inventory of the sale of his
property.5

The 1825 records from Robertson County reported

that at the time of his death, Isaac Dorris owned a pail of
sugar ($3.50).6

The 1826 account of the sale of the

property of Sarah Campbell of Maury County recorded a
"goard and sugar” which was sold for $1.56%.7 William How
5Inventory of the Sale of the Property of John
Langham, Davidson County Wills and Inventories, February
1810, Book 4, p. 80.
6Account of the Sale of the Property of Isaac Dorris,
Robertson County Wills and Inventories, May 1825, Book 5,
pp. 55-58.
7Account of the Sale of the Property of Sarah
Campbell, Maury County Wills and Inventories, 1826, Book D,
pp. 122-25.
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TABLE 2
DISTRIBUTION OF DIFFERENT FORMS BY COUNTY1

Sugar
Chest

Davidson

Sugar
Desk

112

Dickson

8

Lincoln

3

Sugar
Case

Sugar
Stand

1

1

1

Maury

45

2

2

Robertson

14

1

2

Rutherford

48

Smith

1

1

1

1

8

1

Sumner

24

16

Williamson

121

1

1

12

3

2

Wilson

Sugar
Table

Side
board
Sugar
Chest
1

Bureau
and
Sugar
Chest

Sugar
Press/
Cupboard

2

1

2

2
1

1
3

1

kobjects which were listed as a sugar chest in one document
pertaining to an estate and as a sugar desk, stand or bureau in
another document have been included in this chart under the
heading for the less common form; i.e., an object listed
alternatively as a sugar chest and as a sugar desk has been
included as a sugar desk in this chart.
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of Smith County owned a "crock and sugar" which sold for
$1.31% in 1830.®

References were also found to sugar

pots9, sugar jars10, sugar tubs11, and sugar trunks12.

Sugar

apparently was also stored in the barrels13 or kegs14 in
which it was purchased.
The ubiquitous term "sugar box" covered many different
sorts of storage containers.

According to the 1806

inventory of his property, Elisha Weatherford owned "1

®Account of the Sale of the Property of William How,
Smith County Wills and Inventories, June 1830, Book 7, pp.
278-80.
9Account of the Sale of the Property of Josiah Martin,
Smith County Wills and Inventories, August 1816, Book 3,
pp. 253-56.
10Inventory and Account of Sale of the Effects of
Sallie Felts, Robertson County Wills and Inventories,
November 1834, Book 8, pp. 418-21. This sugar jar sold for
$1.93-3/4; "1 lump sugar was sold for $.06-1/4 immediately
prior to the jar.
11Inventory of the Property of Henry Hunt, Wilson
County Wills and Inventories, December 1825, Book 4, p.
174.
12Account of Sale of the Property of George
Maricle[7], Wilson County Wills and Inventories, March
1825, Book 4, pp. 86-87.
13The Inventory of the Goods and Chattels of John
Ferguson listed "1 Barrel and half Sugar, 1 sack and half
Coffee". Wilson County Wills and Inventories, February
1832, Book 6, p. 299.
14Larkin Clay owned "two keggs with sugar in them" at
the time of his death.
Inventory of the Property of Larkin
Clay, Davidson County Wills and Inventories, November 1817,
Book 7, p. 208.

Sugar box Japand" at the time of his death.15

One tin

sugar box sold for $1.25 at the estate sale of Elizabeth
Lawson of Robertson County in 1825.16

The most frequent

reference of this type, however, is simply "sugar box."
Sugar boxes were sold at prices ranging from $.12%17 to
$2.75.18

According to Arnow, at least some sugar boxes

were constructed of "rived cedar, made with the froe,
shaped with the drawing knife, set into grooved circles,
and held usually with oak or hickory ties."19

Some sugar

boxes, however, were much more elaborate than those of
rived cedar.

An inlaid walnut box (fig. 3) attributed to

East Tennessee in the collection of The Museum of Early
Southern Decorative Arts (MESDA) was probably used for the
storage of sugar or coffee.

The cherry and tulip poplar

sugar box illustrated in figure 4 parallels the form of a
sugar chest with a drawer beneath its divided storage

15Inventory of the Property of Elisha Weatherford,
Smith County Wills and Inventories, September 1806, Book 1,
p. 94.
16Inventory and Account of Sales of the Estate of
Elizabeth Lawson, Robertson County Wills and Inventories,
May 1826, Book 5, pp. 320-21.
17Account of the Sale of the Property of James Hughey,
Wilson County Wills and Inventories, December 1825[?], Book
4, pp. 193-94.
18Inventory of the Sale of the Property of Matthew
Harper, Smith County Wills and Inventories, September 1807,
Book 1, p. 124.
19Arnow, p. 277.
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bin.20
The earliest references to sugar chests appear in an
inventory from Rutherford County in 1805 and one from
Davidson County in 1806.21

While the style of the sugar

chest evolved over time, the basic form remained the same - a rectangular box-like storage bin with a hinged lid set
upon legs.
5.22

The earlier form had tapered legs as in figure

The bin of this Davidson County sugar chest, like

most sugar chests, is divided into three compartments, one
large and two of smaller size; in this instance, the
partitions which divide the bin have beaded upper edges.
The box is permanently affixed to the base.

The sides of

the box are joined by rabbeted dovetails, a sophisticated
joinery method which exposes the dovetails on the sides but
not the front of the case.

The flat lid is finished with

battens at each side which help prevent warping.

The

drawer, like the bin, is partitioned into three

20Fig. 3 was purchased in Kentucky in 1990. This
sugar box and others of the same plan today are frequently
referred to by dealers and collectors as miniature sugar
chests or salesmen's samples.
21Inventory of the Estate of Thomas Bedford,
Rutherford County Wills and Inventories, January 1805, Book
2. p. 2. Inventory of the Estate of Thomas Hutchings,
Davidson County Wills and Inventories, October 1806, Book
3, p. 135.
22Turned legs are a later stylistic development.
The
presence of tapered legs does not necessarily indicate
earlier manufacture, however, but could indicate either a
stylistic preference or the lack of access to a turning
lathe.
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compartments, perhaps to provide storage for sugar nippers
and a variety of spices.

This chest is a fairly typical

size with a height of 37-7/8 inches, width of 273j inches,
and depth of 18-7/8 inches.

The primary wood of this chest

is cherry with walnut cockbeading (an applied, raised bead
surrounding the drawer faces); the secondary wood is tulip
poplar.

The overall form of this sugar chest and of the

Jackson example discussed below make it virtually
indistinguishable from a bottle case or cellaret with a
drawer (see fig. 16) until the bin lid is raised.

Bottle

cases typically are partitioned to hold at least twelve
bottles.
The elaborately inlaid sugar chest, which descended in
the family of Andrew Jackson, similarly features tapered
legs and a tripartite storage bin (fig. 6).
divided into four compartments (fig. 6a).

The drawer is
Like the chest

discussed in the preceding paragraph, the case of this
sugar chest is constructed with rabbeted dovetails.

The

construction of the lid is more sophisticated, however,
with vertically veneered facings applied to the edges of
the lid at the sides and front.
overhangs the case.

This applied facing

The ogee molding of figure 5 and the

cove and ovolo molding of figure 6 are classical features
which continue to be seen on early neoclassical furniture.
The inlay decoration of figure 6 and the tapered legs and
moldings of both figures 5 and 6 place both these chests
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within the prevailing early neoclassical style.

Walnut is

the primary wood of the Jackson chest, tulip poplar the
secondary.
Although inlay is frequently found on East Tennessee
furniture and simple string inlay is found on some pieces
of Middle Tennessee furniture, the extensive and
sophisticated inlay on the Jackson sugar chest is rare in
furniture made in Middle Tennessee.

The only known pieces

of Middle Tennessee furniture featuring a comparable amount
of decoration are two desks attributed to the Quarles
cabinetshop in Wilson County.23

It is apparent from an

examination of the Jackson sugar chest and one of the
Quarles desks that they are not the products of the same
shop.24

The inlay on the Jackson sugar chest is more

academically inspired and more finely detailed than that on
the Quarles desk.

The banded inlay at the bottom edge of

the case of the sugar chest is the work of a skilled inlay
maker.

Moreover, the construction of the two pieces is

vastly different.

The angles of the drawer dovetails on

23James and Roger Quarles (who were brothers), Captain
John B. Quarles (the son of James), and Daniel Trigg
(brother-in-law of Roger) were all cabinetmakers in Wilson
County in the first quarter of the nineteenth century.
Andrew Jackson was acquainted with the Quarles family since
John B. Quarles served under him in the army and Roger
Quarles served on the Cotton Gin Committee of which Jackson
was chairman in 1802. MESDA research files. Williams and
Harsh, pp. 104-105, 310, 319. Review of files of the
Ladies Hermitage Association related to the sugar chest.
24The desk examined is illustrated in Williams and
Harsh as Fig. 63 at page 104.
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the sugar chest are much steeper, the fit of the joints is
tighter, and the pins of the dovetail joints extend further
into the drawer front than on the desk.

The drawer frames

of the desk are substantially thicker than the drawer frame
on the sugar chest.

Additionally, the drawer bottoms of

the desk have a sharp and deep bevel creating the look of a
raised panel.
A slightly later sugar chest which descended in a
Lincoln County family (fig. 7) combines elements of both
the early and late neoclassical periods.

The shaped skirt,

an unusual detail for a sugar chest, is an early feature
while the turned legs, the wide fillet of the molding on
the edge of the lid, and the flattened ogee bed molding
represent later stylistic developments.25

While clearly

the product of a trained cabinetmaker, the box with its
full dovetail joints (exposing dovetails on the front as
well as the sides of the case) is less sophisticated in
construction than the previous two examples.

The

dimensions of this sugar chest also distinguish it from the
earlier examples.

While of relatively the same height, it

is wider and less deep than the chests illustrated in
figures 5 and 6.

Unlike most sugar chests, this example

does not have a partitioned interior.

As with the other

two sugar chests, it is constructed entirely of local
25Bed molding is the principal molding that marks the
separation of the base or frame from the main case of the
object.
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woods.

The primary wood is cherry, and the secondary wood

is tulip poplar.
The most common style of sugar chest is represented by
the chests illustrated in figures 8 and 9.

These

relatively unadorned cases set upon turned legs are
distinguished by their proportions, their turning patterns,
and the quality of the wood.

The chest illustrated in

figure 8 descended in the family of Judge John Overton of
Davidson County.26

The tripartite storage in this chest is

provided by removable partitions set into dadoes.

These

dividers are enhanced by a double flush bead struck along
their upper edges (fig. 8a).

The molded edges on the lid

and the elegance of the turned legs differentiate this
sugar chest from the similar, but plainer, chest
illustrated in figure 9.

The latter sugar chest, which

also descended in a Davidson County family, is joined with
rabbetted dovetails, as on the Overton example.

The

interior is divided into two storage areas, one slightly
wider than the other, by means of a fixed partition set
into a dado which is concealed by an applied facia.

Unlike

26The inventory taken in 1833 after Judge John
Overton's death did not list a sugar chest.
However, his
wife had inherited a sugar chest upon the death of her
first husband, Francis May. Figure 7 may be the sugar
chest listed in the 1818 inventory of Francis May of
Davidson County. Inventory of John Overton, Davidson County
Wills and Inventories, August 1833, Book 10, pp. 192-96.
Will of Francis May, Davidson County Wills and Inventories,
February 1818, Book 7, p* 220.
Inventory of Francis May,
Davidson County Wills and Inventories, April 1818, Book 7,
p. 295.
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the sugar chests discussed above, neither figure 8 nor
figure 9 have bed moldings.

The lack of architectural

treatment at the base of these cases represents a later
stylistic development seen on northern coastal furniture by
the early 1810s.27
cherry.

The primary wood of both chests is

The secondary woods of figure 8 are tulip poplar

and walnut, and the secondary wood of figure 9 is tulip
poplar.
The relatively short legs of the sugar chest
illustrated in figure 10 separate it from the more typical
forms with taller legs like the previous two examples.

The

lid of this chest has battens at each side, which are
attached by means of pinned mortise and tenon joints.

An

ovolo molding is run directly on the board of the lid.

Not

only is this chest shorter than the other chests
illustrated, its storage capacity is smaller also as its
width is six to twelve inches less than the other chests.
Perhaps because of the small overall size, the interior was
not partitioned into separate storage compartments.

Made

in Davidson or Maury County, this piece is constructed of
cherry and tulip poplar.
Contrary to popular belief that most sugar chests were

27John Bivins, Jr. The Furniture of Coastal North
Carolina. 1700-1829 (Winston-Salem: Museum of Early
Southern Decorative Arts, 1988), pp. 413-14.
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plantation-made,28 extant records demonstrate that
cabinetmakers commonly made and sold sugar chests.

The

estate of the cabinetmaker Daniel McBean included four
sugar chests, one of which had been made to order for a
customer, the other three were sold at his estate sale.29
The Daybook of Levi Cochran, a cabinetmaker in Bedford
(later Marshall) County, recorded the sale of five sugar
chests between the years 1828 and 1835.30

Samuel S.

Holding of Fayetteville (Lincoln County) advertised sugar
chests to be sold at auction in 1828.31

While some may

have been made by a less skilled craftsman, virtually all
extant sugar chests were the work of a trained
cabinetmaker, whether made on or off the plantation.

Sugar

chests sold at estate sales during the first third of the

28While acknowledging the variation in the quality of
the workmanship ("Some chests show excellent dovetail
construction. . . while others are but crudely made boxes
set upon unlovely legs."), Dockstader states that most
sugar chests were made by "the plantation carpenter or
joiner" (pp. 141-42). This tradition continues to the
present day as expressed to me by the owner of several of
the sugar chests illustrated herein.
29Inventory of the Estate of Daniel McBean, Davidson
County Wills and Inventories, November 1815, Book 4,
pp.385-88.
Inventory of the Sale of the Property of Daniel
McBean, Davidson County Wills and Inventories, January
1816, Book 4, pp. 413-20.
30Levi Cochran, Daybook, Good Spring-Benton,
Tennessee, 1825-1851, original owned by descendants, copy
in the possession of MESDA.
31Ellen Beasley, "Tennessee Cabinetmakers and
Chairmakers Through 1840," The Magazine Antiques 100
(October 1971): 616.
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nineteenth century ranged in price from $.2532 to $12.0033
although the average price was between $4.00 and $6.00.34
The relative prices no doubt reflected the quality, the
materials, and desirability of a particular piece.
The most common variation of the sugar chest was the
sugar desk.

Traditionally believed to be most common in

Kentucky, sugar desks were also used in certain areas in
Middle Tennessee.

When closed, a sugar desk resembles a

small slant-front desk.

In its simplest form, the slanted

lid, which may be hinged at either the top or the bottom,
lifts to reveal a storage bin like that of a sugar chest.
The interior may also be fitted with drawers for the
storage of spices.

The sugar desks illustrated in figures

11 and 12 both have lids hinged at the top so that when
opened, an interior drawer or drawers and the storage bin
are visible and there is no writing surface as a desk would
have.

Thus, while having the appearance of desks, the only

32Account of the Sale of the Property of Robert
Carruthers, Maury County Wills and Inventories, 1829, Book
D, pp. 433-40.
33Account of the Sale of the Property of John
Motherall, Williamson County Wills and Inventories, October
1824, Book 3, pp. 743-45.
34See, for example, Inventory and Account of Sales of
the Estate of William Hanna, Sumner County Inventories and
Settlements, February 1830, Book 2, pp. 372-75; Inventory
and Account of Sale of the Property of Lewis Barton,
Rutherford County Wills and Inventories, April 1824, Book
6, pp. 30-35; Account of the Sale of the Property of
William Adams, Robertson County Wills and Inventories, May
1828, Book 6, pp. 505-11.
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function they serve is storage.

The early neoclassical

sugar desk illustrated in figure 11 provides a much more
elegant appearance with its line inlay and shaped skirt
than does the later form illustrated in figure 12 with its
short turned legs and partially paneled side.

The inlaid

desk has been attributed to Carroll County (West Tennessee)
while the turned-leg example has been attributed to
Marshall County (Middle Tennessee).35

The sugar desk

attributed to Carroll County has a storage bin divided into
two compartments of relatively equal size and is
constructed of walnut with tulip poplar and yellow pine as
secondary woods.

The Middle Tennessee example has the more

typical pattern of partitioning into three separate storage
areas, has a removable drawer with three divisions, and is
made of cherry and tulip poplar.

Both these sugar desks

are considerably smaller than an average-sized desk.
Figure 11 has a height of 30 inches, a width of 27-5/16
inches, and a depth of 20-5/16 inches, and figure 12 has a
height of 37 inches, width of 26 inches, and a depth of 21
inches.

Most Tennessee desks have a height of at least 45

inches and a width of at least 40 inches.

Forms such as

these two sugar desks, particularly figure 12, which are
35It is important to note, that these attributions are
based upon where they were acquired in the twentieth
century.
The Carroll County attribution seems questionable
given the early style of the sugar desk and the late date
of settlement of that county.
Reference is made to Chapter
IV for a further discussion of furniture designed for sugar
storage made in West Tennessee.
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smaller than and do not function as desks, may have caused
the confusion in terminology evinced by some estate records
in which an object was described as a sugar desk in one
document but as a sugar chest in another.36

Other records

clearly differentiate the two forms, however.

The 1819

Account of the Sales of the Property of Cornelius Herndon
of Sumner County lists both a sugar chest and a sugar
desk.37
The more elaborate version of sugar desk like the one
illustrated in figure 13 appears to be a desk even when
opened.

This example descended in a Sumner County family

and was acquired by the family of the current owners as
payment for funeral expenses in the 1930s.
fitted with drawers and pigeonholes.

The interior is

The lid is hinged at

the bottom and originally had fallboard supports, providing
this sugar desk with a usable writing surface.

The back

half of the writing surface of the desk lifts to reveal a
36See, for example, the Inventory of the Property of
James Akins which lists a sugar desk and the Account of
Sales which lists a sugar chest. Robertson County Wills
and Inventories, February 1825, Book 4, pp. 28-32, 286-87.
One known sugar desk constructed primarily of tulip
poplar has dovetails joining the front and back to the
sides. This joinery method is typical of chests, not of
desks which customarily have dovetails joining the top and
bottom to the sides.
Illustrative of the confusion of
terminology regarding these forms, this sugar desk recently
was described as a "Slant Front Desk, converted from a meal
chest.” Ken Farmer Auctions & Estates, Catalog for the
Auction held October 28, 1995.
37Account of the Sales of the Property of Cornelius
Herndon, Sumner County Inventories and Settlements,
February 1819, Book 1, p. 397.
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divided storage bin inside the lower portion of the case
(fig. 13a).

The front of the case is dovetailed to the

case sides, the joint covered by an applied facing strip;
the dovetails at the top of the case are exposed.
strip 7/8" deep and

A walnut

thick is attached under the bottom

of the carcass and mitered at the front corners.

This base

frame, due to the darker color of the walnut, forms a
decorative band on the skirt.

The feet are mortised

through both the base frame and the case bottom.

The

bottom of the storage bin consists of a walnut board set
into a dado.

The partition dividing the storage bin fits

into dadoes cut in the bottom of the bin and the bottom
board of the desk interior.

Both the top edge of the front

to which the fallboard and the lid to the bin are attached,
as well as the lid to the bin itself, are replaced.
fallboard supports are missing.

The

While this sugar desk is

larger than figures 11 and 12, it is still smaller than a
typical desk as it has a height of 33-3/4 inches, a width
of 34-35, and a depth of 17 inches.

The primary woods of

this sugar desk are cherry and walnut, and the secondary
woods are tulip poplar and walnut.

Aside from the walnut

band and the small scallop on the French feet, this piece
is characterized by its decorative restraint.

More highly

decorated sugar desks with extensive inlay and sham drawers
have been located and attributed to Kentucky (fig. 14), but
to date no such sugar desks have been attributed to
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Tennessee.
The sugar desk illustrated in figure 15 traditionally
was attributed to Kentucky, but was purchased in the 1940s
in Sumner County, Tennessee where sugar desks were almost
as common as sugar chests.

With its high tapered legs,

this rare form resembles a desk-on-frame rather than a
slant front desk.

The fallboard opens to reveal four small

drawers and a storage bin.
have cockbeaded edges.

The drawer rails and stiles

The bin currently is covered by a

removable board that rests on supports attached to the
inside of the case.

This board is a later addition,

however, and it is unclear what support, if any, was
provided for an earlier till cover.

The case sides are

dovetailed to the top and bottom of the case; the front is
set into a mitered rabbet and pinned.

Originally the back

was beveled and set into a dado; the back currently
consists of two boards, the lower one most likely a
replacement.

The upper case overhangs the lower frame by

approximately one inch at the back, raising the question of
whether the case and frame are married.

However, a

comparison of drawer construction and the dovetails of both
drawers and case verifies that the upper and lower sections
belong together.

The upper case and frame are attached by

means of a batten (235" wide) that is mortised to the sides
of the frame and screwed to the bottom of the bin.

Both

the drawer rail and the lock rail of the frame are mortised
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into the legs.

The drawer support is mortised into the

drawer rail and the back of the frame and is L-shaped to
provide a guide.

The primary wood of this sugar desk is

walnut; the secondary woods are tulip poplar, hickory, and
oak.
Evidence exists that, like sugar chests, sugar desks
also were produced by cabinetmakers.

The estate of Mary

Quarles of Wilson County, the widow of the cabinetmaker
Roger Quarles, included a sugar desk.38

While no Tennessee

newspaper advertisements by cabinetmakers have been located
which mention sugar desks, one such advertisement did
appear in a newspaper in Lexington, Kentucky in 1814.39

A

loose page from an account book in the MESDA research files
reflects that Joshua Nichols charged William Crutchfield of
[?], Kentucky, $12.00 for a sugar desk in 1816.40

Sugar

desks itemized in Middle Tennessee probate records ranged
in price from $1.00 to $6.12, with an average price of

38Inventory of the Estate of Mary Quarles, Wilson
County Wills and Inventories, June 1823, Book 3, p. 476.
However, at the sale of the property of Mrs. Quarles, an
entry reflects the sale of a "Shugar Chest", the "C" of
chest being overwritten over a "d", for $3.00 (May 1825,
Book 3, pp. 521-22).
See discussion below regarding
confusion of terminology for certain forms.
39Williams and Harsh, p. 51.
40Josiah Nichols file, MESDA Study Collection, MESDA
Research File (MRF) S-3201).
Joshua Nichols may be the
"Josiah Nichols" listed as a cabinetmaker in Mercer (later
Boyle) County, Kentucky in 1811 by Mrs. Wade Hampton
Whitley, A Checklist of Kentucky Cabinetmakers from 1775 to
1859 With Addendum (Paris, Kentucky, 1981), p. 79.
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around $5.00.

These prices are comparable to those of

sugar chests, but less than the prices of conventional
desks*

For example, at the estate sale of Joseph Motheral

of Sumner County in 1816, a sugar desk was sold for $3.00
and a desk for $17.25.41

Likewise, at the estate sale of

the Davidson County cabinetmaker Daniel McBean, a cherry
sugar chest was sold for $8.25 and a cherry desk
$30.00.42

for

The prices commanded by these sugar desks in

Middle Tennessee indicate that they were of relatively
simple form without an elaborate fitted interior or sham
drawers•
Ostensibly ownership of a sugar desk would obviate the
need for a desk.

However, of the twenty-three estates

which itemized a sugar desk, thirteen also included a desk
or secretary.43

Ownership of both a sugar desk and a

conventional desk almost certainly resulted from the fact
that some sugar desks did not have writing surfaces.
Because of the different forms of sugar desks and the lack
41Account of the Sale of the Property of Joseph
Motheral, Sumner County Inventories and Settlements, August
1816, Book 1, pp. 295-96.
42The higher prices commanded at the McBean sale no
doubt reflect that the furniture sold was part of the
cabinetmaker's inventory and thus new as compared to the
used furniture sold at most estate sales. Account of the
Sale of the Property of Daniel McBean, Davidson County
Wills and Inventories, February 1816, Book 4, pp. 413-420.
43See, for example, the inventory of the property of
William McGrady which listed both a sugar desk and a desk
and bookcase.
Sumner County Inventories and Settlements,
February 1816, Book 1, p. 248.
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of specificity of estate records, it is difficult to draw
conclusions regarding the use of sugar desks for more than
storage of sugar.
As indicated by table 2, there were other rarer
furniture forms designed for the storage of sugar.
Inventory references were found to sugar cases, sugar
stands, sugar tables, bureaus and sugar chests, and sugar
presses or cupboards.
sideboard sugar chest.

There was a single listing of a
Some of these terms are more

difficult to interpret than others.

"Sugar case" could

refer to a piece of furniture resembling a case and bottles
or cellaret.

While there were some inventory references to

a case and bottles, bottle case, or liquor case in both
East and Middle Tennessee, the furniture form was
widespread in southeastern Virginia and northeastern North
Carolina, a center of considerable out-migration to Middle
Tennessee.

The cellaret in figure 16 is typical of this

form, consisting of a partitioned box with handles set on a
frame.44

These bottle cases apparently also existed

independent of stands.

Hence the term sugar case probably

referred to a box or case designed for the storage of
sugar, perhaps made with a stand from which it may have
been removable.
At the sale of the estate of William Dickson in 1816,
44John Bivins and Forsyth Alexander, The Regional Arts
of the Early South (Winston-Salem, North Carolina: The
Museum of Early Decorative Arts, 1991), p. 41.
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a sugar case sold for $6.25, a price comparable to sugar
chests sold at other estate sales in Davidson County that
year.45

However, in Maury County, a sugar case sold at an

estate sale in 1817 for a mere $1.20, suggesting that the
sugar case sold the year before in Davidson County may have
been a very different object.

Instead, this sugar case may

have consisted simply of a large box without a stand.46

In

Rutherford County in 1830, Thomas Cotter purchased a "Table
and Sugar Case" for $2.43%, a term that implies that the
sugar case rested upon or was fastened to the table.47
While it is difficult to draw any definitive conclusions
regarding the form of a sugar case from these references,
it seems likely that it resembled a bottle case of the
period.

These cases may have had a stand to rest upon.

The primary difference between a bottle case and a sugar
case would have been the internal partitioning.

The 1806

inventory of the estate of Lewis Green of Davidson County
45Account of the Sale of the Property of William
Dickson, Davidson County Wills and Inventories, November
1816, Book 7, pp. 87-88. Sugar chests sold for $6.12-1/2
and $6.75 at the estate sales of Elizabeth Harding and
Robert Edmondson, respectively. Account of the Sale of the
Estate of Elizabeth Harding, Davidson County Wills and
Inventories, November 1816, Book 7, p. 106. Account of the
Sale of the Estate of Robert Edmondson, Davidson County
Wills and Inventories, August 1816, Book 7, pp. 64-65.
46Account of the Sale of the Property of Mary Green,
Maury County Wills and Inventories, May 1817, Book 1C, pp.
456-57.
47Inventory of the Estate of Catherine Cotter,
Rutherford County General Records, November 1830, Book 8,
pp. 232-33.
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listed both a sugar chest and a "rum case," implying a
distinction between the terms chest and case, as well as a
differentiation between forms designed to store sugar and
those designed to store liquor.48

The object illustrated

in figure 17 might have been called a sugar case in the
early 1800s.49

It consists of a removable box set on a

stand and has one partition which divides the storage bin
into compartments approximately two-thirds and one-third
the size of the overall storage space.

Unlike most sugar

chests, this sugar case does not have a drawer.
The .term "sugar stand" is also problematical.

During

the period, "stand" meant both a wooden object with legs
which stood on the floor (such as a candlestand) and a
smaller object of wood, metal, or ceramic which was footed
but rested on a piece of furniture (such as an inkstand).
The inventory references to sugar stand also appear to
carry both meanings.

Table 2 includes sugar stands only if

the item listed in the inventory appeared to be a stand
alone object.

Thomas Kirkman of Nashville owned two cut

glass sugar stands and two cut glass butter stands at the

48Inventory of the Estate of Lewis Green, Davidson
County Wills and Inventories, October 1806, Book 3, p. 138.
49The Charleston Museum purchased this object (Acc.
no. 39.44.3) in 1939. While it has been presumed to be
from South Carolina, its provenance is unknown.
Constructed of walnut and yellow pine, it is most likely
from Backcountry South Carolina.
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time of his death,50
footed tray.

Here, the term "stand" indicates a

However, Thomas Hutchings owned an object

that was described once as a sugar chest and once as a
sugar stand,51

Hutchings' sugar stand therefore must have

been an item of furniture designed for the storage rather
than display or use of sugar.

The distinctions between

forms are difficult to draw given the confusion of
terminology even during the period.

Three of the seven

references to sugar stands demonstrate this confusion.

In

addition to the disparate descriptions from the Hutchings'
inventories, the estate inventory of William B. Anderson of
Maury County listed a sugar stand while the account of the
sale of his property itemized a sugar chest.52

The

inventory of the property of Adnah Donnell of Wilson County
provides evidence that some people distinguished between
the two terms.

The entry for "one sugar chest" is crossed

50Inventory of the Estate of Thomas Kirkman, Davidson
County Wills and Inventories, September 1827, Book 9, pp.
128-29.
51Inventory of the Estate of Thomas Hutchings,
Davidson County Wills and Inventories, October 1806, Book
3, p. 135.
Inventory of the Estate of Thomas Hutchings,
Davidson County Wills and Inventories, January 1807, Book
3, p. 146.
52Inventory of the Estate of William B. Anderson,
Maury County Wills and Inventories, 1826, Book D, pp. 21617. Account of the Sale of the Property of William B.
Anderson, Maury County Wills and Inventories, 1826, Book D,
pp. 355-56.

out to read "one sugar stand."53

A sugar stand may have

represented an intermediate form between a sugar case and a
sugar chest.

Perhaps the term "sugar stand" referred to a

form having a storage bin permanently affixed to its base,
which had no drawer.

The cherry and tulip poplar sugar

chest or stand from Sumner County illustrate in figure 18
meets this description.

It consists solely of a

rectangular divided box with legs forming a continuation of
the stiles of the storage bin.
Only two inventory references to a sugar table were
found in the records of the ten Middle Tennessee counties
examined in the course of this research.

With the

exception of the sugar chest illustrated in figure 10 and
the sugar desk illustrated in figure 11, all the furniture
designed for sugar storage illustrated thus far have a
height of at least 34 inches.

Since a normal table height

is between 28 and 30 inches, these objects likely are not
sugar tables.

Moreover, the term "sugar table" apparently

was not an alternative name for a sugar chest since the
account of the sale of the property of Pumal Hearn of
Wilson County itemizes both a sugar table and a sugar
chest.54

While no "sugar tables" attributable to Tennessee

53Inventory of the Property of Adnah Donnell, Wilson
County Wills and Inventories, February 1832, Book 6, pp.
315-16.
54Account of the Sale of the Property of Pumal Hearn,
Wilson County Wills and Inventories, December 1831, Book 6,
pp. 330-34.
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have been located, figure 19, owned by the Speed Museum in
Louisville, Kentucky, probably would have been called a
sugar table in the early nineteenth century.

Its height is

28-3/8 inches, its width 383$ inches, and it is 20-3/4
inches deep, and therefore could function as a table.
Other sugar tables with a lift-top have been located in
Kentucky.55

The sugar table illustrated in figure 20 may

be a unique example.

This table with a North Carolina

provenance does not have a hinged lid, but rather has a
deep drawer fitted with three compartments as in the
typicail sugar chest plan.
The 1825 inventory and account of sales of the estate
of cabinetmaker James B. Houston contains the sole
reference to a "Side Board Sugar Chest" located.

Houston,

who had been in business in Nashville since 1814, operated
a large cabinetshop with eleven work benches.

Included

among the items of cabinetware sold after h i s •death were
two sugar chests for $8.00 and §9.00, and the sideboard
sugar chest for $90*00.

The other sideboards included in

this auction ranged in price from $77.00 to $181.00 for a
mahogany sideboard.56

Two sideboard sugar chests were

55Conversation with Michael Sisk, Shaker Museum at
South Union, South Union, Kentucky, November 2, 1995.
Conversations with Tommy Hines, Executive Director, Shaker
Museum at South Union, November 2, 1995 and January 8,
1996.
56Inventory and Account of the Sale of the Estate of
James B. Houston, Davidson County Wills and Inventories,
January 1825, Book 8, pp. 436-41.
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located by Derita Williams and Nathan Harsh in the field
research for The Art and Mvsterv of Tennessee Furniture.57
This form resembled a normal sideboard except that a
portion of the top was hinged to reveal a storage bin
underneath.

The central section of the Marshall County

sideboard sugar chest illustrated in figure 21 forms the
storage bin.

The present location of the Houston sideboard

sugar chest is unknown.

While the storage bin likely would

have been in the same location and thus have functioned in
the same manner as figure 21, the sideboard itself probably
was more sophisticated.

Given its sale price of $90.00,

the Houston sideboard sugar chest probably bore more
resemblance to the conventional sideboard illustrated in
figure 22, which was sold a decade earlier for $129.58
Like sugar desks and sideboard sugar chests, sugar
presses and sugar bureaus were designed to serve more than
one function.
are known.

Only four references to each of these forms

The term "press” was virtually interchangeable

with the term "cupboard” in the nineteenth century.
Inventory references were found to china presses and linen
presses as well as china cupboards and linen cupboards.
Given this interchangeability of terminology, four objects
57Williams and Harsh, pp. 138, 145-46.
58This sideboard has the following inscription on one
of its drawers: "January 24th, 1815. Bought this Side
Board of Capt. James Hicks, price $129." A similar
sideboard also attributed to Hicks features convex drawers
fitted for bottles.

with different descriptions have been classified together
in table 2 as sugar presses/cupboards•

Thomas Washington

of Rutherford County owned "a cupboard and sugar chest" at
the time of his death in 1818.59

The 1826 inventory of the

estate of Henry Windrow, also of Rutherford County, listed
"One sugar chest and cubboard" although the account of his
estate sale recorded that a sugar chest sold for $7.00.60
A "Sugar Press" was sold for $6.00 at the sale of the
property of Robert Crawson of Maury County in 1832.61

The

1834 inventory of the property of Jeremiah Baxter listed "1
Dish Cupboard & Sugar Chest."62

Williams and Harsh located

two objects which could be described as sugar presses, one
of which is illustrated in figure 23.

The lid of this

59The manner in which this cupboard and sugar chest
was listed in the inventory identifies it as a single piece
of furniture, rather than two objects listed together.
Inventory of the Property of Thomas Washington, Rutherford
County Wills and Inventories, December 1818, Book 4, pp.
189-92.
60A comparison of the itemization of property in the
inventory and account of sale indicates that the cupboard
and sugar chest were, in fact, one object.
Inventory of
the Estate of Henry Windrow, Rutherford County Wills and
Inventories, November 1826, Book 6, pp. 234-35. Account of
the Sale of the Estate of Henry Windrow, Rutherford County
Wills and Inventories, July 1827, Book 7, pp. 74-77.
61Account of the Sale of the Property of Robert
Crawson, Maury County Wills and Inventories, May 1832, Book
E, pp. 514-16.
62The manner in which the dish cupboard and sugar
chest was itemized indicates that this was a single piece
of furniture.
Inventory of the Property of Jeremiah
Baxter, Maury County Wills and Inventories, 1834> Book X,
pp. 151-52.
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Sumner County sugar press lifts to reveal a divided storage
bin.63

The research files at MESDA contain a photograph of

a sugar press attributed to Kentucky.64
The term "bureau" frequently appears in Middle
Tennessee inventories and cabinetmaker's advertisements of
the first third of the nineteenth century.

In his Cabinet

Dictionary published in 1803, Thomas Sheraton noted that in
France a bureau was a small chest of drawers while in
England the term typically referred to a desk with
drawers.65

In early nineteenth century America, however,

"bureau" generally referred to a chest of four drawers the
width of the case although the term could have other
meanings as well.66

As used in Tennessee, "bureau" also

apparently denoted a chest of drawers.67

A "bureau sugar

chest" or "bureau and sugar chest" therefore was another
furniture form which combined different functions; in this
case, presumably a sugar storage bin and at least two
drawers for storage of clothing or linens.

The 1822

Davidson County inventory of the property of William
63Williams and Harsh, pp. 138, 144-45.
64Kentucky furniture files (KY 2-8), MESDA.
65Thomas Sheraton, Cabinet Dictionary, vol. 1 (London,
1803; reprint, New Yorks Praegar Publications, 1970), p.
110 .
66Brock Jobe and Myrna Kaye, New England Furniture:
The Colonial Era (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1984),
p. 144.
67Williams and Harsh, p. 201.
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Perkins listed "one Bureau and Sugar Chest,"

However, the

account of the sale of his property recorded the sale of a
"sugar chest" for $7,623$, indicating once again the
overlapping and confusing terminology of furniture forms.68
Another bureau and sugar chest was inventoried in Davidson
County in 1831, and still another in Williamson County in
1833.69

J. D. Goodall of Smith County owned "One Bureau

Sugar Chest" at the time of his death according to his
inventory of 1830.70

Williams and Harsh did not discuss

the occurrence of this form and did not identify any
objects as bureau sugar chests.

Like the terms "sugar

case," "sugar stand," and "sugar table," the term "bureau
sugar chest" is difficult to pinpoint, but in all
likelihood the form resembled a sugar press but with
drawers rather than a cupboard beneath the storage bin.
The walnut and poplar chest from Middle Tennessee
illustrated in figure 24 does not have the divided bin
typical of sugar chests, but in other respects seems to

68Inventory of the Property of William Perkins,
Davidson County Wills and Inventories, October 1822, Book
8, pp. 147-48. Account of the Sale of the Property of
William Perkins, Davidson County Wills and Inventories,
January 1823, Book 8, pp. 181-83.
69Inventory of the Property of John Curnin, Davidson
County Wills and Inventories, February 1831, Book 9, p.
477.
Inventory of the Property of Balaam Ezell, Williamson
County Wills and Inventories, October 1833, Book 5, p. 334.
70Inventory of the Property of J. D. Goodall, Smith
County Wills and Inventories, April 1830, Book 1827-1832,
p. 234.
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meet the description of a bureau sugar chest.

The research

files at MESDA contain an old photograph of an object
catalogued as a "Cellaret or Sugar chest."71

Figure 25,

attributed to Piedmont North Carolina, consists of a lifttop storage bin over a sliding shelf and two drawers.
The development of the wide variety of furniture forms
in which to store sugar needs to be examined with regard to
the development of other furniture forms and an emerging
distinction between private and public spaces as well as
from the aspect of design sources•

During the late

eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, Americans
increasingly were concerned with "differentiation,
specialization, and individualization," not just of
furniture and other consumables, but also of household
spaces.72

As people began to delineate public and private

spaces in their houses, certain activities such as
sleeping, cooking, and washing were displaced from the
front or public rooms to be relocated upstairs or to the
back of the house.

During the same time, new furniture

forms and terminology concurrently appeared.

Desk and

bookcases became increasingly common while references to
chests of drawers were replaced by references to bureaus.
Sideboards evolved from sideboard tables.

Throughout the

eighteenth century, existing forms were refined and
7lMRF S-11116.
72Cooke, p. 24.
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acquired specialized denominators such as card table, tea
table, dining table, and breakfast table.73

In

southeastern Virginia and northeastern North Carolina, the
furniture form today most commonly called a cellaret
developed in the 1760s and was common by the 1780s.74
As Edward S. Cooke, Jr. wrote regarding the late
eighteenth century,

"the rooms in which the furniture stood

had not yet developed the consistent functional
specialization and complete establishment of
architecturally delineated public and private spheres that
characterized mid-nineteenth century plans.”75

Public

rooms still frequently served varied purposes —

as dining

rooms, sitting rooms, and offices, and the furniture found
in these rooms reflected their flexible uses.

Barbara

Carson noted the "seemingly random distribution of sofas,
settees, and sideboards" in rooms designated as parlors and
dining rooms.76

Although there was a trend toward

placement of card tables and tea tables in the parlor
rather than the dining room, a dining room of the period
still may have contained tea tables, card tables, or
73Richard L. Bushman, The Refinement of America;
Persons. Houses. Cities (New Yorks Random House, Inc.,
1993), pp. 51, 95, 120-21. Elisabeth Donaghy Garrett, At
Home: The American Family. 1750-1870 (New Yorks Harry
Abrams, Inc., 1990), pp. 64-67, 84-87. Cooke, p. 25.
74Bivins, pp. 226-380, passim.
75Cooke, p. 26.
76B. Carson, pp. 42, 178 (notes 31 and 33).
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breakfast tables in addition to dining tables.

During this

period, dining room usage and dining tables evolved to the
point where dining tables were kept in the center of the
room rather than being pushed back against the walls when
not in use.

By the early nineteenth century, fashionable

dining rooms would have contained a sideboard on which
silver and glassware was displayed.

Cupboards for storage

of china were typically located in dining rooms.77
Based upon the evidence of both existing objects as
well as inventory references, the sugar chest and related
forms developed within a relatively short time during this
time of increasing specialization.

The earliest reference

in estate records to any of these forms is an 1805 listing
for a sugar chest; the first reference to a sugar table is
found in 1827; references to all other forms are found in
the intervening years.78

Simultaneous with these form

developments, Middle Tennesseans were attempting to define
the functions of the public rooms of their houses and to
determine what furniture should be contained within these
rooms.

Probate inventories indicate that sugar chests and

related forms were kept in dining or other public rooms of
houses rather than in kitchens where one might expect to
77B. Carson, p. 42.

Garrett, pp. 78-91.

78Inventory of the Estate of Thomas Bedford,
Rutherford County Wills and Inventories, January 1805, Book
2, p. 2. Account of the Sale of the Estate of Solomon
Herring, Maury County Wills and Inventories, May 1827, Book
D, pp. 233-36.
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find foodstuffs stored.79

The placement of sugar chests

within the dining room, however, seems more logical when
viewed with reference to the evolution of public rooms and
the gradual removal of such activities as cooking from
these rooms.

As Cooke pointed out in his study of the

regional characteristics of furniture in two towns in
Connecticut, "forms for specific functions suggest the
customs and habits of daily life."80

The existence of

sugar chests provides evidence for the importance of sugar
storage in Tennessee.

The placement of these objects in

public rooms further suggests the symbolic value of sugar
as well as the process of room definition that Middle
Tennesseans were undergoing.
When the demand for sugar storage grew in the early
nineteenth century in Middle Tennessee and parts of
Kentucky, the innate conservatism of most Backcountry
cabinetmakers led them to approach the design of a new form
79While few inventories were recorded specifically as
being prepared room-by-room, in some instances the ways in
which furniture was listed make apparent the room in which
an object was kept. The inventory of the property of
Elizabeth Harding records, "four feather beds and
bedsteads, nine sheets, three yarn Cover lids, four yarn
quilts, four Callico Do., five blankets, four Cotton
Counterpins, three pillows, four straw beds, one walnut
dining table, one square do., one square ash do., one sugar
chest, one beau fat . . .."(Davidson County Wills and
Inventories, August 1816, Book 7, pp. 57-58.)
The
inventory of the property of John Ghotson lists " . . . 1
folding table, 1 cupboard, 1 sugar chest, 7 chairs . • .."
(Williamson County Wills and Inventories, October 1817,
Book 2, p. 334.)
80Cooke, p. 18.
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cautiously by using existing forms as a basis for
adaptation.

A similar pattern occurred in other areas.

Henry Glassie, in discussing the development of
"architectural sequence" in houses in Middle Virginia,
wrote:
New structures are always transformed out of old
structures, and even if its design is very complex,
the new artifact is the result of melding ideas from
old artifacts. The process of design upon which the
artifact, whether archaic or novel, depends is one of
decomposition as well composition.
Simultaneously,
the mind breaks down precepts and builds up
concepts.81
The analysis of development of architecture can also be
applied to the development of other artifacts such as
furniture.

The cabinetmaker had many furniture forms to

choose among for adaptation to sugar storage.

Most case

furniture in Tennessee, like southern case furniture in
general, was fitted with locks in order to safeguard
valuable objects.

Storage forms familiar to the

cabinetmaker and his client included chests, bottle cases,
desks, bureaus, presses, tables with drawers, and
sideboards.82

The idea of separate storage for sugar and

spices has a long history dating back to spice cabinets in
sixteenth-century England.

However, in the nineteenth

century, sugar was purchased in much larger quantities than

81Henry Glassie, Folk Housing in Middle Virginia
(Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 1975), p. 73.
82These furniture forms were also forms commonly found
in dining or other public rooms.
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previously and thus demanded greater storage space.

A bin

with a divided interior seems to have evolved from a simple
box used to store sugar.

Perhaps the idea of a divided

interior was the result of the need to be able to safeguard
other valued and valuable commodities such as coffee in the
same piece of furniture.

A box-type storage bin with a

divided interior in the form of a case and bottles was
already familiar to some Tennessee cabinetmakers and their
clients in the early nineteenth century.

Not surprisingly,

the most commonly-found form of sugar chest resembles a
bottle case from the exterior.
Desks were also logical forms to adapt for different
storage uses.

The drawers of a desk provided storage even

as its interior served as the "family office."

The

addition of a bookcase to the desk in the early eighteenth
century transformed the ordinary desk into a more
cosmopolitan object indicating both writing and increased
reading.

Richard Bushman argued that desks were placed on

display in public rooms to emphasize that their owners
indulged in writing and receiving letters.83

Also, as

discussed above, in the eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries, rooms designated as dining spaces frequently
were used as offices and contained desks.

Placement of a

sugar desk in a dining room thus would seem to be a logical
and practical combination of uses.
83Cooke, p. 25.

This same sort of

Bushman, pp. 95-96.
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reconfiguration of storage space is demonstrated by a linen
desk from Kentucky illustrated in figure 26 in which the
cabinet doors conceal linen shelves.

Figure 27 illustrates

the reaches of the cabinetmaker's and his patron's
imagination.

This unique form from Kentucky combines

elements of a sugar desk on frame and a tall chest.
Although tables, presses, bureaus, and sideboards were
less frequently used as design sources for sugar storage
forms, their adaptation represents a similar
reconfiguration of space.

While "bureau" primarily

represents a new name for an old form, the sideboard was an
invention of the eighteenth century.

By the 1770s, elite

dining rooms in America featured sideboards which differed
from sideboard tables in their incorporation of deep
drawers and cabinets for storage.

Sideboards frequently

had bottle drawers and occasionally were fitted with
secretary drawers.

Presses too were multifunctional.

A

secretary-press from the Roanoke River basin of North
Carolina has shelves in its upper case for china and a
slide, a secretary drawer, and linen drawers in its lower
cas e .84
Glassie described the work of a vernacular architect
as "continuous in planes of place and time."
stated,

He further

"His innovation is inevitably a truce with time, a

84Bivins, p. 302.
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compromise in social assertion.1,85

In like manner, the

cabinetmakers in Middle Tennessee were able to design new
forms that in reality were adaptations of existing forms
with which both the clients and the cabinetmakers could
feel comfortable.

The development of all these forms for

sugar storage should be viewed as a continuous and logical
procession over time and through geographic space.
The predominant use of cherry and walnut as primary
woods for sugar chests and related forms also reflects a
choice made by both the cabinetmakers and their patrons.
Virtually all documented furniture forms designed for the
storage of sugar are made of local woods, utilizing cherry,
walnut or occasionally maple or tulip poplar as primary
materials and tulip poplar, walnut, or infrequently yellow
pine, oak, and ash as secondary woods.

In 1810, a

cabinetmaker in Harrodsburg, Kentucky advertised that he
had mahogany available in his shop, and a Nashville artisan
made that same claim in 1814.86
chest made of mahogany is known.

However, only one sugar
The inventory and account

of sales of the estate of James B. Houston recorded
furniture constructed of walnut, cherry, sugartree (maple),
tulip poplar, and mahogany.

Most frequently mentioned,

however, was furniture of walnut, cherry, or tulip
85Glassie, p. 112.
86Lois L. Olcott, "Kentucky Federal Furniture", The
Magazine Antiques 105 (April^ 1974): 878. Williams and
Harsh, p. 35.
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poplar.87

No doubt part of the reason for the more common

use of local woods relates to the relative expense of
imported mahogany in the Backcountry ,88

The most expensive

sideboard ($181.00) and secretary ($61.00) listed in
Houston's inventory were made of mahogany.89
Andre Michaux commented in 1819 on the abundance of
both walnut and cherry in Tennessee and Kentucky.

In The

North American Svlva. or a Description of the Forest Trees
of the United States. Canada and Nova Scotia. Michaux found
the wood of the black walnut tree had a grain "sufficiently
fine and compact to admit of a beautiful polish", but went
on to say "as its color soon changes to a dusky hue, the
Wild Cherry is frequently preferred" for cabinetmaking.90
Frederic Cuming, who travelled through Kentucky and
ventured briefly into Tennessee in 1808, likewise commented

87Houston Inventory and Account of Sale.
^The expense of transporting wood was noted by
Michaux.
He stated that cherry wood could be purchased in
lumberyards in New York and Philadelphia in planks of
varying thicknesses.
Planks which were three inches thick
were sold at 4 cents per foot in Philadelphia, "but could
be had for less than half this at Pittsburgh and in
Tennessee."
Francois Andre Michaux, The North American
Svlva. or A Description of the Forest Trees of the United
States. Canada and Nova Scotia (Paris, 1819), vol. II, p.
207.
89In fact, the sideboard and secretary were the only
two items specifically described as being made of mahogany.
His inventory also listed several lots of mahogany plank,
scantling, and veneer although many more of cherry and
walnut were listed. Houston Inventory and Account of Sale.
90 Michaux, North American Svlva, vol. I, pp. 156-57.
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on the beauty of the local woods.

In his description of

Lexington, Kentucky, Cuming wrote:
There are four cabinetmaking shops where household
furniture is manufactured in as handsome a style as
any part of America, and where the high finish which
is given to native walnut and cherry timber, precludes
the regret that mahogany is not to be had but at an
immense expense.91
In short, the presence of local woods, rather than imported
woods, is an indication of local manufacture and not of a
lesser standard of manufacture.

91F[rederic] Cuming, Sketches of a Tour to the Western
Country through the States of Ohio and Kentucky: A Voyage
down the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers; and A Trip through
the Mississippi Territory and Part of West Florida
(Pittsburgh, 1810), p. 164.

CHAPTER IV

A brief article in a 1929 issue of The Magazine
Antiques described the sugar chest as "that article of
household furniture peculiar to earlier days in the
South."1 While sugar chests are not common to the entire
South, they are occasionally found through most of the
southern Backcountry.

Parts of Tennessee and Kentucky form

the concentrated area in which sugar chests were made and
used.

The authors of The Art and Mystery of Tennessee

Furniture suggest imagining a large topographical oval
extending from the Appalachian Mountains in the east, the
northern border of the Tennessee River in Alabama to the
south, the Mississippi River to the west, and the southern
bank of the Ohio River to the north (see map in fig. 28).
They argue that the primary area of sugar chest production
falls within this oval.2

Even within this oval, however,

there are areas in which few sugar chests can be
documented.

An examination of the geographic areas in

which sugar chests were made is helpful in determining the

lMAn Abode of Sweetness," The Magazine Antiques 16
(August 1929): 104.
2Williams and Harsh, p. 51.
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reasons for the development and proliferation of the form.
Before moving to a discussion of Kentucky and
Tennessee, and most particularly Middle Tennessee, it is
important to understand the surrounding areas in which
sugar chests were made.

Sugar chests have been attributed

to North Carolina, South Carolina, Virginia, Georgia,
Alabama, Mississippi, Arkansas, Missouri, Ohio and
Indiana.3

Since little scholarly material culture research

has been conducted in some of these states, most
attributions have been based upon where the sugar chests
were found in the twentieth century.

However, the areas of

these states in which sugar chests were produced appear to
be those which border Tennessee and Kentucky.
The daybook of John C. Burgner of Waynesville, North
Carolina records that his cabinet shop made one sugar chest
in 1829 and two in 1830.4

A small number of sugar chests

with local histories have been found in western North
Carolina and in western piedmont Virginia along the North
Carolina border.5

The sugar chest or case illustrated in

3The inclusion of Missouri in this list is based
solely on brief statements in secondary sources.
See
Olcott, p. 882, note 8, and Jessie Poesch, The Art of the
Old South: Painting. Sculpture. Architecture. & the
Products of Craftsmen, 1560-1860 (New York: Harrison House,
1983), p. 199.
Williams and Harsh, p. 51. The daybook, which covers
the years 1818 to 1842, is owned by the Haywood County
Historical Society, Waynesville, North Carolina.
Conversation with Robert S. Brunk, Robert S. Brunk
Auction Services, Inc., Asheville, North Carolina, January
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figure 17 was likely made in piedmont South Carolina,

A

few sugar chests have also been located in northern
Georgia.

Figure 29 is catalogued as a cellaret in

Furniture of the Georgia Piedmont Before 1830. but its
internal partitioning into one large and two small
compartments follows the plan of a sugar chest rather than
that of a bottle case,6

Neat Pieces; The Plain Style

Furniture of Nineteenth Century Georgia notes the
relatively rare occurrence of sugar chests in Georgia.7
Sugar chests appear to have been more common in
northern Alabama, an area which had close economic and
social ties to Middle Tennessee in the first half of the
nineteenth century.

The cabinetmaker James R. Patterson

moved from Nashville to Limestone County, Alabama sometime
after 1820.

The inventory taken of his estate in 1826

listed one finished and four unfinished sugar chests.8

In

the course of fieldwork conducted by the Birmingham Museum

8, 1996. Conversation with J. Roderick Moore, Ferrum
College, Ferrum, Virginia, January 9, 1996.
6MRF S-6415.
Henry D. Green, Furniture of the Georgia
Piedmont Before 1830 (Atlanta: The High Museum of Art,
1976), p. 77.
7Neat Pieces: The Plain Style Furniture of Nineteenth
Century Georgia (Atlanta: The Atlanta Historical Society,
1983), pp. 6, 126. This catalog implies that "sugar box"
and "sugar chest" were interchangeable terms and includes
an object described as a "sugar box" which appears to be a
full-size sugar chest with a divided interior.
References
also were found to "sugar cellars" and "sugar stands."
Williams and Harsh, p. 51.
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of Art, eleven sugar chests were recorded, most with
histories in Lawrence, Limestone, and Madison Counties,
counties along the Tennessee River.9

One of the sugar

chests recorded (fig. 30) was said to have been made in
Huntsville, Alabama for use in a stagecoach stop in Lincoln
County, Tennessee.

This particular sugar chest has the

same basic form as the Tennessee sugar chests illustrated
in figures 8 and 9 —

a boxlike divided storage bin with a

hinged lid over turned legs with a single drawer.

Figure

30 is larger than most sugar chests of this form.

It has a

height of 39% inches, a width of 38% inches, and a depth of
22% inches.

The large size lends credence to its oral

history of use in an inn.

Like most Tennessee sugar

chests, this example is made of cherry and tulip poplar.10
Other sugar chests located by the Birmingham Museum follow
this pattern as well, although two were recorded which had
tapered legs, and some featured walnut and yellow pine.11
At least two sugar chests have been attributed to Natchez,

9E. Bryding Adams, "Mortised, Tenoned and Screwed
Together: A Large Assortment of Alabama Furniture," in Made
in Alabama: A State Legacy, ed. E. Bryding Adams
(Birmingham: Birmingham Museum of Art, 1995), p. 194.
Conversation with E. Bryding Adams, Curator of Decorative
Arts, Birmingham Museum of Art, January 17, 1996.
10Catalog No. 3699, Catalogue of Alabama Decorative
Arts, Birmingham Museum of Art.
“ Catalogue of Alabama Decorative Arts, Birmingham
Museum of Arts.
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Mississippi based upon local history of the pieces.12

The

presence of sugar chests in Alabama and Mississippi may be
explained in part by the absentee ownership of plantations
in northern Alabama and Mississippi by Middle Tennesseans
as well as out-migration from Middle Tennessee to Alabama
and Mississippi.13

Indeed, northern Alabama was settled

principally by Tennesseans.14

While sugar chests may be

found today in Louisiana, both field and probate research
reveal a dearth of the form during the period.15
Presumably the sugar production in Louisiana created a
situation of ready availability and relative affordability
of the commodity so that sugar chests were unnecessary in

“ Conversation with H. Parrott Bacot, Director and
Curator, Louisiana State University Museum of Art, Baton
Rouge, Louisiana, February 29, 1996.
13John Childress of Davidson County owned a farm in
Alabama.
(Inventory of the Property of John Childress,
Davidson County Wills and Inventories, June 1830, Book 8,
pp. 194-95.)
In a letter dated August 22, 1833, Thomas
Gale of Murfreesboro (Rutherford County) wrote to Josiah
Gale in Clinton, Mississippi, "The farmers will be nearly
ruined and many are determined to remove to Mississippi
next winter.
Indeed the spirit of emigration seems almost
general." (Gale and Polk Family Papers, Southern Historical
Collection, Manuscripts Department, Wilson Library,
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.) Patrick
discusses this phenomenon in terms of plantation
architecture (pp. 166-70).
14Leah Rawls Atkins, "Introduction: Made in Alabama,
1819-1930," in Made in Alabama, p. 15.
“ Conversation with Jessie Poesch, Professor of Art,
Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana, February 29,
1996.
Conversation with H. Parrott Bacot, Director and
Curator, Louisiana University State Museum of Art, Baton
Rouge, Louisiana, February 29, 1996.
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this area.
While the authors of Arkansas Made discuss the
existence of sugar chests in Arkansas, they record no
examples.

They attribute the scarcity of sugar chests,

cellarets, and sideboards to the relatively impoverished
population of the state.16

In the course of her work on

Ohio furniture makers, Jane Sikes Hageman did not attribute
any sugar chests to Ohio.

However, she located at least

two references to sugar chests, one in a cabinetmaker's
account book and one in a will.17

Betty Lawson Walters

found one probate reference to a sugar desk and none to
sugar chests in her review of Indiana records.18
The vast majority of sugar chests and related forms
are from Tennessee and Kentucky.

Unfortunately, Kentucky

is also an area in which incomplete field research has been
undertaken to date.

MESDA concentrated its efforts in

central and northwestern Kentucky, but did not apply its
resources to the area bordering Middle Tennessee.

The

Shaker Museum at South Union, Kentucky has done research
regarding the furniture made by non-Shakers in the area
16Swannee Bennett and William B. Worthen, Arkansas
Made: A Survey of the Decorative. Mechanical, and Fine Arts
Produced in Arkansas. 1819-1870. vol. 1 (Fayetteville:
University of Arkansas Press, 1990), p. 14.
17Jane Sikes Hageman, Ohio Furniture Makers: 1790 to
1845. vol. I (Cincinnati: Jane Sikes Hageman, 1984), p. 33.
18Betty Lawson Walters, Furniture Makers of Indiana#
1793 to 1850 (Indianapolis: Indiana Historical Society,
1970), p. 33.
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surrounding South Union, particularly in Logan, Warren,
Butler, and Simpson Counties (see map in fig. 2).19

The

tentative conclusions reached in this paper regarding sugar
chests in Kentucky are based upon this limited research.
MESDA recorded six sugar chests and six sugar desks
attributable to Kentucky in the course of its field
research and has photographs in its files of an additional
four sugar chests, one sugar desk, and one sugar press.
The sugar chests and desks recorded are exceptional objects
featuring a high level of craftsmanship and considerable
inlay.

Most of the sugar chests recorded by MESDA have

tapered legs.

Figure 31 illustrates the typical form of

these pieces, similar to the Middle Tennessee sugar chests
illustrated in figure 5, but featuring more elaborate
inlay.

Figure 32 has the more elongated plan of later

Kentucky sugar chests.

The less sophisticated sugar chest

in figure 33 demonstrates the later stylistic development
of turned feet.

The presence of more than simple string

inlay on these three chests distinguishes them from
Tennessee examples of the period.

The vine-and-flower

motif seen of figures 31 and 33 is commonly found on
Kentucky furniture of the neoclassical period.

The

19Close Ties: The Relationship Between Kentucky Shaker
Furniture Makers and Their Worldly Contemporaries. An
Exhibition of Antebellum Kentucky and Tennessee Furniture,
Shaker Museum at South Union, South Union, Kentucky,
October 1 - November 1, 1994. Conversations with Tommy
Hines, Executive Director, Shaker Museum at South Union,
November 2, 1995 and January 8, 1996.
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regional characteristics of these objects thus extend to
decoration as well as to form.

The primary wood of all

these sugar chests is cherry, and the predominant secondary
wood is tulip poplar.
The sugar chest illustrated in figure 34 bears the
label "Henry H. Webb/ Manufacturor."

While more research

is needed to identify this cabinetmaker and the specific
area in which he worked, the 1820 United States Census for
Kentucky lists a Henry Webb in Clark County, Kentucky
(located southeast of Lexington).

Edna Talbott Whitley

records a cabinetmaker by the name of H. H. Webb in
Simpsonville (Shelby County), Kentucky in 1859.20

Although

a large enough sample of these chests has not yet been
documented to draw definitive conclusions, the turned legs
and rectangular format of figure 34 seem to be typical of
late neoclassical sugar chests from central and
northwestern Kentucky.21
The Shaker Museum at South Union has located a number
of sugar chests with local histories in Logan, Warren,
Butler, and Simpson Counties.

Figure 35 from Logan County

is typical of the sugar chests from this area.

This form,

which resembles a chest more than a bottle case, consists

20Whitley, p. 113.
21In his study of the furniture of coastal North
Carolina, John Bivins noted while earlier bottle cases were
square in format, some later examples featured a more
rectangular format.
Bivins, pp. 334-37.
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of an elongated rectilinear case with paneled front and
ends, is set on turned legs, and has no drawer.

The

authors of The Art and Mvsterv of Tennessee Furniture
illustrate a sugar chest of this same form which they
attribute to Montgomery County, located across the state
line and immediately southeast of Logan County.22

This

form differs from the earlier Kentucky form and from the
typical Middle Tennessee form, both of which feature a case
of much less width.
As discussed in Chapter I, the three "Grand
Divisions" of Tennessee denote three regions separated
geographically, historically in terms of time of
settlement, and economically.

Given these differences

between the three areas of the state, the different
distribution of sugar chests and related forms comes as no
surprise.

There is a general dearth of sugar chests in

East Tennessee.

A review of estate records from four East

Tennessee counties produced many references to sugar boxes,
but only one reference to a sugar chest.23

Elihu Embree of

Washington County owned a sugar chest at the time of his

22Williams and Harsh, Fig. 150, p. 141.
23The following estate records for East Tennessee were
reviewed:
Greene County Wills and Inventories, 1828-1854
Knox County Wills and Inventories, 1792-1824
Roane County Wills and Inventories, 1802-1836
Washington County Wills and Inventories, 1779-1857
Jonesboro (Washington County) Inventories, 1822-1833
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death in 1820.24

Knox County was the most populous county

in East Tennessee during the nineteenth century.

The

estate records of Knox County, however, list only one sugar
chest prior to 1840.25

Greene County had a strong

cabinetmaking tradition, but neither sugar chests
attributable to this county nor inventory references to
sugar chests have been found.

Daniel and Christian Burgner

were cabinetmakers in Greene County, but unlike their
brother, John Burgner of Waynesville, North Carolina, they
apparently produced no sugar chests.26
Settlement of West Tennessee began in 1819 after a
treaty with the Chickasaws was reached the preceding fall.
By 1830, the population of West Tennessee (slave and free)
was around 99,000, about half that of East Tennessee and
about a quarter that of Middle Tennessee.27

Juliana

Margaret Conner and her husband traveled through Henderson,
Madison, and Carroll Counties in 1827.

She recorded in her

diary:
• • • this section of country has been so recently
24Inventory of the Property of Elihu Embree,
Washington County Wills and Inventories, January 1824, Book
1, pp. 36-37. Embree, publisher of the Manumission
Intelligencer, and his brother Elijah owned a substantial
iron works in Washington County. Patrick, pp. 30, 61.
Morris, p. 151.
25Inventory of Malinda Williams, Knox County Wills and
Inventories, February 1839, as cited in Williams, p. 137.
26Williams and Harsh, p. 51.
27Morris, p. 62.
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settled the town itself [Jackson, Madison County] has
not been located 5 yrs that the buildings are of
course plain and many is in the unfurnished state —
all articles of luxury or even what we consider
necessaries are extravagantly high, owing to the
expense and difficulty of importation. . ..28
Although Eastin Morris recorded the presence of
cabinetmakers in Huntingdon (Carroll County), Paris (Henry
County), Dresden (Weakley County), and Jackson in 1834,
there was not a strong cabinetmaking tradition in West
Tennessee in the first third of the nineteenth century due
to its late settlement.29

For these reasons, the presence

of sugar chests in West Tennessee was not examined in this
study.

However, sugar chests were increasingly made and

used in West Tennessee as the population grew and the
plantation economy became more established.30
The sugar chest appeared early in Middle Tennessee.

28She also commented on the incongruity of dining in
"a plain house with rough unfinished walls yet furnished in
neat and fashionable style — carpets &c &c a most elegant
dinner and desert served up in the best style — a complete
set of the richest cut glass, french china, handsome plate
&c &c. . •.” Conner, September 15, 1827.
29Morris recorded the presence of three cabinetmakers
in Huntingdon, two in Paris, one in Dresden, and three in
Jackson (pp. 146, 176, 182, 232).
30Williams and Harsh state that they found frequent
inventory references to sugar chests in West Tennessee and
record several examples of sugar chests and related forms,
including one sugar desk (fig. 11 herein) and one sugar
press. With the possible exception of the sugar desk,
these forms appear to post-date 1825. The comment in Mrs.
Conner's diary regarding importation of goods raises the
question as to whether the sugar chest attributed to
Carroll County was in fact brought to Carroll County from
Middle Tennessee.
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Table 3 provides information on the years and the counties
in which references to sugar chests and related forms were
located in probate records.

The earliest reference to a

sugar chest found thus far occurs in the 1805 inventory of
the estate of the affluent farmer Thomas Bedford of
Rutherford County.31

In 1806, references to a sugar chest

and a sugar table appeared in estate records of Davidson
County.32

By the mid-1810s, sugar chests and related

designs appear with frequency in the inventories of persons
of relatively substantial means in Davidson, Maury, Sumner,
and Williamson Counties (see map in fig. 2).

Despite its

early occurrence in probate records in Rutherford County,
the form is not mentioned regularly until the 1820s.

While

references to sugar chests and related forms do not appear
in the records of Dickson and Robertson Counties as
frequently as in the previously mentioned five counties,
Dickson and Robertson Counties had significantly lower
populations than did the other counties (see table 1).33
“ inventory of the Property of Thomas Bedford,
Rutherford County Wills and Inventories, January 1805, Book
2, p. 2. Bedford County, formed in 1807, was named in
honor of Thomas Bedford.
“ inventory of the Property of Thomas Hutchings,
Davidson County Wills and Inventories, October 1806 and
January 1807, Book 3, pp. 135,146.
Inventory of the
Property of Lewis Green, Davidson County, Wills and
Inventories, October 1806, Book 3, p. 138.
“ Unfortunately, Dickson County probate records for
the years before 1822 were not available for review.
Conceivably, these records could have included more
references to sugar chests.
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TABLE 3
DISTRIBUTION OF SUGAR CHESTS AND RELATED FORMS BY COUNTY AND BY YEAR

David
son

2

Maury

Robert
son

*

1808

★

1809

*

1810

*

1

Ruther
ford

Smith

Sumner

Willi
amson

1

1
1

*

1811
1

*

1

*

1813
1814

5

*

1815

6

*

11

*

2

5

3

1

*

1

2

3

4

★

1

3

4

*

1

3

3

4

*

2

2

3

5

★

*

3

6

*

3

*

7

1

*

5

1

*

4

*

5

1816
1817
1818
1819
1820
1821
1822
1823
1824

2
2

1
1

2

1

1
2
2

6

1826

10

*

1827

2

★

1

3
2

4

7

2

4

1

1

3

1

1

2

1
2

2

1

*

1825

Wilson

*

1807

1812

Line
oln

*

1805
1806

Dick
son

1

1

1

5
1

2

10

1
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David
son

Dick
son

Line
oln

Maury

Robert
son

Ruther
ford

Smith

Sumner

Willi
amson

1828

7

1

★

1

3

3

2

1

10

1829

3

1

*

9

3

1

1

4

5

1

1830

8

k

1

5

1

6

5

1

1831

7

ic

6

8

2

9

1832

3

1

k

3

3

1

1

12

5

1833

11

1

k

4

1

1

1

4

14

5

1834

3

k

3

2

6

3

2

12

2

1835

3

1

k

4

*

5

2

*

4

Total

117

8

3

53

17

52

40

124

21

12

♦Denotes years for which records were not reviewed.
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Sugar chests apparently were less common in Smith and
Wilson Counties, and were rarely mentioned in the records
of Lincoln County before the year 1825.34
In the first thirty-five years of the nineteenth
century, sugar chests and related forms were much more
common in Davidson and Williamson Counties than in the
other counties.

Indeed, more than twice as many references

are found in the records of these two counties than in the
others.

Sugar chests were a frequent occurrence in the

adjoining counties of Maury, Rutherford, and Sumner, and to
a lesser extent in Dickson, Robertson, and Wilson Counties.
Their incidence appears to decrease with movement away from
the relatively wealthy counties of Davidson and Williamson.
The infrequent mention of sugar chests in the records of
Lincoln County probably relates to its later settlement and
development.

While the higher incidence of sugar chests in

Davidson and Williamson County may relate in part to the
dissemination of styles from Nashville, there also appears
to be a correlation between wealth and the existence of a
plantation economy on the one hand and sugar chests on the
other.

The population statistics regarding slave ownership

in table 1 can be read as indicators both of wealth and of
a plantation economy.

A comparison of the data in tables 1

and 3 provides the information that the counties with

34Probate records for Lincoln County during the years
1825 through 1835 were not available for review.
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higher percentages of slaves are also the counties in which
more sugar chests are found.

As discussed in Chapter II,

the size of a household, including its slaves, has a direct
bearing on sugar requirements.

In summary, sugar chests

and related forms were most prevalent in the first third of
the nineteenth century in Middle Tennessee.

Moreover, the

variations in the frequency of their occurrence within this
region seem to relate to the wealth, time of settlement,
market accessibility, existence of a plantation economy,
and the dissemination of style.
While sugar chests have been attributed to a number of
states, sugar desks are only known to have been made in
Tennessee and Kentucky.

Within the large topographical

oval envisioned as the primary area of sugar chest
production, a smaller oval exists within which the sugar
desk became a frequent alternative to the sugar chest.
Unfortunately, the precise areas in Kentucky where sugar
desks were popular remain unknown.

The sugar desks

recorded by MESDA are attributed to north central Kentucky,
a region reaching from Danville (Boyle County) through
Lexington to Maysville (Macon County), but this region also
is the primary area in which field research was
conducted.35

Sugar desks traditionally have been regarded

as more common in Kentucky than in Tennessee.36

While the

35MRF S-3165, S-3205, S-2805, S-2804, S-3147, S-2794.
36Williams and Harsh, p. 51.
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research files at MESDA contain photographs of seven sugar
desks attributed to Kentucky, they contain none attributed
to Tennessee.

Current research, however, indicates that

sugar desks were produced in certain parts of Tennessee
although they were not as prevalent as sugar chests.

Until

further research is completed in Kentucky, it is unknown
whether the sugar desk surpassed the sugar chest in
popularity in that state.
The region in which sugar desks were most prevalent in
Tennessee consists of the counties in northern Middle
Tennessee along the Kentucky border.

In the first third of

the nineteenth century, before later subdivision of certain
of these counties, this region comprised Montgomery,
Robertson, Sumner, and Smith Counties (see map in fig. 2).
Since Cairo in Sumner County functioned as the trading
center for both Wilson and Sumner Counties, Wilson County
is included within this region even though it is located
southeast of Sumner County.37

Probate records for

Montgomery County were not reviewed for purposes of this
study, but it seems entirely possible that, given its
geographic location, sugar desks were produced there.
Table 2 provides information on the distribution of
different forms by county. Ninety pieces of furniture
designed for the storage of sugar were listed in the

37Durham discussed the early importance of Cairo as a
trading center for both Wilson and Sumner Counties (p. 94).
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probate records of Robertson, Sumner, Smith, and Wilson
Counties; of these, fifty-eight were sugar chests, twentyone were sugar desks, and eleven were other forms.
However, the records of Sumner County, the geographic
center of these counties, account for twenty-four sugar
chests and sixteen sugar desks.

Only a total of three

sugar desks were listed in the records of the other six
counties reviewed for this study.

Although more sugar

chests and related forms were found in the records of
Davidson and Williamson Counties than in any other county,
it is significant that no sugar desks were listed in the
probate records of Davidson County, and only one in
Williamson County.

Thus, the core area of sugar desk

production in Middle Tennessee appears to be Sumner County.
The production of sugar desks in a smaller area or
areas encompassed by a larger region of sugar chest
production raises some of the same issues with regard to
regional furniture forms that were discussed in Chapter
III.

Sugar desks, however, present an additional

problematical issue.

Were there two separate areas of

sugar desk production, one in central and northwestern
Kentucky and another in northern Middle Tennessee?

Given

the experimentation with adaption of storage forms in which
cabinetmakers and their clients were indulging, it is
possible that the sugar desk form was developed
independently in both these areas.

It seems more likely
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that one area was influenced by the other either by
movement of cabinetmaker, patron, or even the object
itself.
If the sugar desk was produced in southern Kentucky,
its existence in northern Middle Tennessee is more logical.
Gallatin, Sumner County's largest town and county seat, is
located only twenty-five miles from Nashville by road.
However, it should be noted that Gallatin also was located
only twenty miles from the Kentucky border.

The main coach

route from both Frankfort and Lexington passed through
Gallatin before reaching Nashville.38

The likelihood of

stylistic influence from Kentucky obviously was greater in
the region located adjacent to it.
The question also arises as to why the sugar desk was
not more common in other parts of Middle Tennessee.

While

distinctions between Sumner County and its surrounding area
and Davidson County and its surrounding area may be drawn,
explanations for the popularity of the sugar desk in one
area as compared to another are purely conjectural.

It

should also be noted that even in Sumner County, the sugar
chest was more common than the sugar desk.
Both Sumner and Davidson Counties were settled early.
As the trading center for the Cumberland River Valley,
Nashville's influence on Middle Tennessee was considerable.
In the early days of settlement, however, Sumner County
38Morris, pp. 304-05.
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developed its own mercantile center separate from
Nashville.

Cairo, located on the Cumberland River like

Nashville, was the trading center for both Sumner and
Wilson Counties.

Cairo was developed by General James

Winchester, William Cage, Sr., and William Cage, Jr., whose
general merchandise store was discussed in Chapter II.39
Unlike other counties in Middle Tennessee which did not
have a port on the Cumberland River, Sumner County was not
dependent on the Nashville market.

Moreover, the impact of

the strong cabinetmaking and architectural traditions of
Sumner County merit consideration.

The inhabitants of

Sumner County did not rely solely on Nashville as a style
and design source.

As discussed in Chapter 1, James

Winchester and Daniel Smith built two of the most
impressive houses in Middle Tennessee in the 1790s.
Winchester and Smith brought artisan relatives directly
from Baltimore and Philadelphia to construct their houses
and make at least some of their furniture.
As discussed earlier in this chapter, the earliest
references to sugar chests in Middle Tennessee are found in
the probate records of Rutherford and Davidson Counties in
1805 and 1806.

The earliest reference to a sugar desk is

in an 1815 inventory from Sumner County.

Perhaps the

relative insularity of Sumner County from Davidson County
as compared to the relative integration of southern Middle
39Durham, p. 94.
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Tennessee counties into the Davidson County orbit led to
further variations and adaptations of furniture forms for
sugar storage in Sumner County even as the sugar chest was
about to fade in popularity among the elite in Nashville.
As Nashville emerged as the dominant trading center
not just of Davidson County but of Middle Tennessee, the*
early importance of Sumner County declined.

While towns

developed in other Middle Tennessee counties which
functioned both as county markets and county seats, these
functions were divided in Sumner County.

The existence of

Cairo as the trading center and Gallatin as the county seat
may have caused a bifurcation of stylistic influence in
Sumner County which contributed to the simultaneous
popularity of both sugar chests and sugar desks.
Ultimately, whether the origin of the sugar desk form is in
Kentucky or Tennessee, its popularity in certain areas as
compared to others boils down to an issue of regional
preference as expressed by cabinetmakers/ patrons.
The relatively rare incidence of sugar cases, sugar
stands, sugar tables, sideboard sugar chests, sugar
bureaus, and sugar presses is scattered throughout the area
of sugar chest production in Tennessee.
forms may have also existed in Kentucky.

Some of these
Figure 19 from

Kentucky probably would have been called a sugar table in
the period.

Other sugar tables attributed to Kentucky are
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known to exist,40 and one sugar press is known.41

Because

these forms and the references to them are so rare, it is
not possible to circumscribe more precise areas in which
they were made.

40Conversation with Michael Sisk, Shaker Museum at
South Union, South Union, Kentucky, November 2, 1995.
Conversations with Tommy Hines, Executive Director, Shaker
Museum at South Union, November 2, 1995 and January 8,
1996.
41Kentucky furniture files (KY 2-8), MESDA.

CHAPTER V

As discussed in the preceding chapter, sugar chests
became increasingly common in certain counties of Middle
Tennessee during the first third of the nineteenth century.
A careful review of inventories and sale accounts provides
further evidence regarding the popularity and distribution
of sugar chests over time.
The pattern of distribution of sugar chests and
related forms in Davidson County provides a backdrop for
examining the pattern throughout Middle Tennessee.

The

first reference to such a furniture form in the probate
records of Davidson County occurs in the 1806 inventory of
Thomas Hutchings, whose relatively modest estate consisted
of the followings
five feather Beds and furniture with Bedsteads, one
Bureau, one sugar chest, one Cupboard with Cupboard
Furniture and Earthen Ware, three Tables, one Chest, 3
trunks, two looking glasses, one Dozen of Chairs, four
head of Horses, twenty head of Hoggs, 30 Geese, fortyfive head of Horned Cattle, Kitchen furniture, farming
Tools, and Eight Negroes.1
While the presence of sugar chests in estate inventories
1This same object was described as a sugar stand in a
second inventory.
Inventory of the Estate of Thomas
Hutchings, October 1806 and January 1807, Davidson Wills
and Inventories, Book 3, pp. 135, 146. Andrew Jackson was
one of the executors of this estate.
119
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was intermittent over the next few years, by 1814 sugar
chests became a relatively common item in Davidson County
estate inventories of people with a certain economic means
(see table 3).

However, they were by no means a common

piece of furniture in all households.

Of the approximately

870 individuals who had inventories or accounts of estate
sales recorded in Davidson County between April, 1805, and
April, 1835, only 110, or approximately 13%, owned sugar
chests.2

The sugar-chest-owning segment of the population

initially comprised the upper crust of society.

Over time,

sugar chests were increasingly owned by a wider segment of
society.

By the end of the 1820s, at least some of the

members of the upper class of Davidson County no longer
owned sugar chests•
By 1814, most estates that listed a sugar chest among
the possessions of the decedent were richer in objects than
the 1806 estate of Thomas Hutchings.

The 1814 estate

inventory of James Demoss reflected the ownership of
fifteen slaves and included the following objects:
Eight feather Beds and Six bedsteads with Cloathing
Sufficient for Six beds, one Corner Cupboard, Ten Tea
Cups, Nine Saucers • • • one Press, one Sugar Chest,
two folding tables, one square table . . . two looking
glasses . . . Ten large Sitting Chairs, one little

2The total number of individuals owning sugar chests
differs from the total number of sugar chests listed in
Table 3 since a few individuals owned more than one sugar
c hest•
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Chair • . ..3
A pattern developed in the items listed in inventories over
the next ten years.

Not only did more material objects

appear in these inventories, but the sugar chest began to
emerge as part of the "kit" of a person of means.

The

profile of a typical resident of Davidson County who owned
a sugar chest is that of a slaveholder who owned most or
all of the following items: a sideboard, a desk and
bookcase, one or more dining and breakfast tables, a press
or cupboard, a case clock, a dozen or more chairs, and a
quantity of serving and dining utensils.
During this time period, sugar chests were owned by
the extremely wealthy members of Davidson County society as
well as by people of lesser means.

The well-furnished

household of William Tait, discussed in Chapter 1, included
a sugar chest as well as Brussels carpets, gilt chairs, and
other expensive consumer goods, according to the 1816
inventory of his estate.4

This estate was not unique in

the high quality of contents.

John Childress built Rokeby,

a stylish five-bay brick house, shortly before he died.5

3Inventory of the Estate of James Demoss,
Wills and Inventories, May 1814, Book 4, 295.

Davidson

inventory of the Estate of William Tait, Davidson
County Wills and Inventories, August 1816, Book 7, pp. 4246.
5Patrick, pp. 83, 92. Paul Clements, A Past
Remembered: A Collection of Antebellum Houses in Davidson
County. vol. 1 (Nashville: Clearview Press, 1987), p. 70.
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The account of his estate sale, recorded in November 1820,
included the following items and sale prices:
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

set dining china, $25.00
set tea china, $12.00
sets of knives and forks, $15.00
set dining tables, $40.00
set card tables, $20.00
sideboard, $50.00
desk and bookcase, $40.00
piano forte, $100.00
Brussels carpet, $100.00
sugar chest, $5.256

Not all the households that owned sugar chests were as
finely furnished as were those of the Taits or Childresses,
but during this period all households similarly equipped
did own sugar chests.

This pattern of sugar chest

ownership among the elite was very consistent during the
1810s•
During the years 1814 to 1825, a more typical
inventory of a Davidson County estate which listed a sugar
chest was that of William Perkins, recorded in December,
1822.

At the time of his death, Perkins owned, among other

things, two square tables, a folding table, a desk and
bookcase, a cupboard with glass doors, a clock ("nailed to
the house by the deceased"), 12 Windsor chairs, seven
common chairs, and a sugar chest.7

However, sugar chests

6Account of Sale of the Property of John Childress,
Davidson County Wills and Inventories, November 1820, Book
7, p. 485.
7Inventory of the Estate of William Perkins, Davidson
County Wills and Inventories, December 1822, Book 8, pp.
147-48.
It was a common practice of the period to attach a clock to
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were still present in the inventories of men whose
household possessions resembled those of Thomas Hutchings.
For example, the 1819 inventory of John Patterson lists the
following items of furniture: four beds and bedsteads, a
table, a cupboard, a sugar chest, a large chest, and eight
chairs.8
\

During the 1820s, the pattern of ownership of sugar
chests by the elite of Davidson County began to change.
Most of the household furnishings owned by Childress were
purchased by his wife Elizabeth at the sale of his estate.
Indeed, the only household furniture not purchased by Mrs.
Childress were two bedsteads, a flax wheel, and the sugar
chest.9

When an extensive room-by room inventory was taken

after her death, the house was still expensively and
elegantly appointed, but did not contain a sugar chest.10
Mrs. Childress must have decided that she no longer needed
or wanted one, a decision that may relate to the evolution
of the dining room as discussed in Chapter III.

The room-

the wall in order to keep it level.
8Inventory of the Property of John Patterson, Davidson
County Wills and Inventories, November 1819, Book 7, p.
355.
See also Inventory of Harrison Ogilvie, Davidson County
Wills and Inventories, March 1824, Book 8, p. 289.
9Account of the Sale of the Property of John
Childress, Davidson County Wills and Inventories, November
1820, Book 7, p. 485.
10Inventory of the Estate of John Childress, Davidson
County Wills and Inventories, March 1823, Book 8, pp. 19495.
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by-room inventory indicates a fairly well articulated
separation of functions between dining room, parlor, family
room, chambers, and kitchen.

The sugar chest, representing

storage of foodstuffs, may have represented an oldfashioned organization of rooms with mixed usages•
The absence of sugar chests in some of the wealthiest
and best-furnished households in Davidson County was a
pattern that continued through the 1820s and 1830s.

The

account of the sale of the estate of James Knox in May 1826
itemized many elegant pieces of furniture including a
sideboard ($31.00), a "fine" sideboard ($132.00), a "fine"
sofa ($75.00), a set of dining tables ($36.00), a pair of
card tables ($60.00), and a set of table, dessert and tea
spoons ($50.00).

A sugar chest was not listed among the

items owned by Knox at his death or by his wife at her
death in 1829.11

This pattern continues in the records of

the estates of John 0. Ewing in 1826, Thomas Kirkman in
1827, Robert Buchanon in 1829, James Roane in 1833, and
Thomas Yeatman in 1834.12

The inventories of these estates

nAccount of the Sale of the Estate of James Knox,
September 1826, Davidson County Wills and Inventories, Book
9, p. 35. Account of the Sale of the Estate of May Knox,
May 1829, Davidson County Wills and Inventories, Book 9, p.
318.
12Inventory of the Estate of John 0. Ewing, Davidson
Wills and Inventories, September 1826, Book 9, p. 49.
Inventory of the Estate of Thomas Kirkman, Davidson County
Wills and Inventories, September 1827, Book 9, pp. 128-29.
Inventory of the Estate of Robert Buchanon, Davidson County
Wills and Inventories, August 1829, Book 9, p. 332.
Inventory of the Estate of James Roane, Davidson County
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listed the finest furnishings of all the inventories taken
during these years, but did not include sugar chests.

The

inventories of these men did not list livestock or farming
equipment, indicating that they lived in town and derived
their principal income from sources other than farming.
John Ewing and James Roane were prominent doctors.

Thomas

Kirkman was a successful merchant, and Thomas Yeatman was
both a merchant and a banker.

The sugar chest thus had

declined significantly in popularity among the elite in an
urban setting.
The pattern of ownership in rural areas is less clear.
There were wealthy planters who had well-furnished
households as well.

The 1835 inventory of the estate of

Judge John Overton, who lived on a sizable plantation just
outside Nashville, included the following items: one dozen
brown Windsor chairs "fancy", ten yellow Windsor chairs,
one dozen common brown Windsor chairs, one sideboard, two
slab tables, three Scotch carpets, one sofa, one new set
and one old set of dining tables, three dozen plates, one
set of knives and forks with ivory handles, and 23 cut
glass wine glasses.13

While this inventory did not list a

sugar chest, this omission may be due to the fact that his
Wills and Inventories, August 1833, Book 10, p. 204.
Inventory of the Estate of Thomas Yeatman, Davidson County
Wills and Inventories, August 1834, Book 10, pp. 288-78.
13Inventory of the Estate of John Overton, Davidson
County Wills and Inventories, April 1835, Book 10, pp. 440442.
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wife had inherited a sugar chest from her first husband.14
This sugar chest may have been present at Overton's home,
Travellers' Rest, but would not have been listed among his
possessions.15

However, the sugar chest may not have

retained its place in the public rooms of the Overton
house.

After marrying the widow Mary May in 1820, Overton

launched a major renovation of his simple two-story, fourroom Federal house which he had built in 1799 by adding a
two-story, eight-room Greek revival ell.16

Overton

purchased some new furnishings during the course of this
renovation.

While some of the items were locally made, he

also obtained glassware, china, and furniture imported to
Nashville by his step son-in-law, Richard Barry.

Among

these imported items were two dozen wine glasses, one dozen
gilt cups and saucers, a mahogany dressing table, and one
dozen fancy chairs from Philadelphia.17

A sugar chest may

not have been considered appropriately stylish for these

14Inventory of the Estate of Francis May, Davidson
County Wills and Inventories, April 1818, Book 7, p. 295.
15The sugar chest owned by Mrs. Overton may be the
sugar chest illustrated in Fig. 7 which descended in the
Overton family.
16Clements, pp. 110-13. Thomas B. Brumbaugh, Martha
I. Strayhorn, and Gary G. Gore, eds., Architecture of
Middle Tennessee. The Historic American Buildings Survey
(Nashville: Vanderbilt University Press, 1974), p.106.
17Fletch Coke, "Profiles of John Overton; Judge,
Friend, Family Man, and Master of Travellers' Rest,"
Tennessee Historical Quarterly 37 (Winter 1978): 408.
Williams and Harsh, pp. 29, 47.
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new rooms.
The decline in popularity of sugar chests among the
elite in the 1820s and 1830s provides an explanation for
the scarcity of sugar chests constructed of mahogany, a
wood increasingly used in inland southern cities after
1820.

The advent of steamboats in 1819 and the completion

of the Erie Canal in 1825 opened avenues for transportation
of mahogany which previously had not existed.
could now be transported by water in a

Mahogany

relatively speedy

manner to Nashville from either New Orleans or New York.
James B. Houston ran an advertisement in The Clarion, and
Tennessee Gazette from August 1820 through January 6, 1821
which stated that he had "just received a supply of elegant
MAHOGANY in the veneer which he will sell on very
reasonable terms."18

However, the people with both wealth

and demand for stylish furniture made of mahogany were the
same people who deemed sugar chests unfashionable.19

Yet

the sugar chest remained a popular piece of furniture among
certain sectors of Davidson County society.
The inventory references to sugar chests in the late
1820s and early 1830s are most commonly found in the
estates of comfortable farmers such as John Curnin and
18The Clarion, and Tennessee Gazette, Nashville,
Tennessee, January 6, 1821.
19The only known sugar chest made of mahogany is a
late form from Maury County. Apparently the owner of this
chest was aware of the fact that mahogany was fashionable,
but was unaware that sugar chests were not.
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William P. Byrn.

The 1830 inventory of C u m i n ' s estate

listed, in part: three slaves, ten head of horses, thirty
head of cattle, twenty-two head of sheep, one hundred head
of hogs, three harnesses and twelve plows, one clock and
case, one desk and bookcase, one bureau and sugar chest,
one corner cupboard and its contents, and four beds and
furniture.20

Sugar chests continued to be produced in

Davidson County.

Elmore W. Williams, a farmer and part-

time cabinetmaker in rural Davidson County, made a sugar
chest in 1840 a few months before his second marriage.21
This piece, which is signed and dated by Williams, is
illustrated in figure 36.22
The pattern of the distribution of sugar chests in
Davidson County during the 1806-1835 period can be

20Inventory of the Property of John Curnin, Davidson
County Wills and Inventories, February 1831, Book 9, p.
475. William P. Byrn did not own as much livestock as
Curnin, but otherwise the inventory of his estate was very
similar to that of Curnin.
Inventory of the Property of
William P. Byrn, Davidson County Wills and Inventories,
August 1829, Book 9, p. 331.
21Williams listed his primary occupation as farmer in
both the 1850 and the 1870 U. S. Census; however, the
inventory of his estate contained the accoutrements of a
cabinetmaker, including a workbench, a turning lathe, and
tools.
Inventory and Account of the Sale of the Property
of E. W. Williams, Davidson County Wills and Inventories,
February 1872, Book 22, pp. 339-43.
22This sugar chest is unusual in two respects.
Its
primary wood is tiger maple, rather than the more common
cherry or walnut.
It also features an atypical drawer
arrangement of two-over-two.
The lower section of its feet
are replaced perhaps due to degradation from having been
set in tins of water or kerosene to repel insects.
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discerned from estate papers.

When the sugar chest first

made its appearance in these records, it was present in the
households of the wealthiest men.

Wealth was relative,

however, and in the early years of the nineteenth century,
was constituted principally by land.

Over time a wealthy

planter class emerged that displayed far more of its wealth
in material objects.

Gradually, the sugar chest form

became common, as seen by its presence in the exceptionally
well-furnished house of William Tait, the very comfortable
house of William Perkins, and the more modest house of John
Patterson.

The livestock and farming equipment listed in

the inventories of these men indicate that agriculture was
their primary enterprise.

As wealth in the surrounding

area grew, Nashville developed into a town of substance
with trade and commerce sufficient to support businessmen
and professionals in style.

At the same time that wealth

was increasing among the planters, substantial farmers, and
the townspeople of the area, the inventories for Davidson
County also reflect that the consumer revolution was making
an impact in this backcountry community.

As the number of

material objects listed in the records increased, and the
objects were increasingly more specialized.
r

The other trend that is less apparent, but
nevertheless present in the records, is that around 1820
the elite —

or at least the elite living in town —

no

longer considered the sugar chest to be a necessary item in
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their households.

This trend could have been the result of

a variety of factors.

Sugar historically was a symbol of

wealth and power due to its scarcity and expense.23

As

discussed in Chapter 2, the price of both white and brown
sugar had dropped significantly by the 1820s.

White sugar,

which cost between $.42 and $.50 per pound in 1811, could
be purchased for $.35 per pound in 1824; brown sugar, which
sold for around $.20 per pound in 1811, cost between $.123j
and $.143$ per pound in 1824.

Moreover, by the early 1820s

the advent of steamboats regularized the availability of
both types of sugar as well as coffee.
As sugar became less expensive and more readily
available, perhaps some of the status attached to sugar
and, by extension, sugar chests began to diminish, at least
at the upper levels of society.

Behavioral trends and

patterns of consumption can descend through society as
individuals at lower levels emulate those at higher levels.
The symbolic importance of sugar to members of the upper
class declined as sugar was used more widely through all
classes of society.24

The sugar chest, an easily

recognizable form of furniture during the first third of
the nineteenth century in Middle Tennessee, conveyed the
same status that owning and serving sugar and sweets did,
for it represented the ability to store large quantities of
23Mintz, p. 31.
24Mintz, p. 139.
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this expensive commodity.

Moreover, the prominent display

of sugar chests in the public rooms of houses of Middle
Tennesseans in the early nineteenth century indicates that
they were meant to be seen.

As the elite became

increasingly conscious of gentility and codes of fashion
during the 1820s, the sugar chest may have ceased to
function as a status symbol to the upper class.

The

association of sugar, sugar chests, and status lasted
longer in households with less wealth or those situated in
a more rural setting.

As Barbara Carson wrote regarding

inventories in Washington, D.C. during the federal period,
"inventories reveal the persistence of traditional
performance as well as the lure of gentility and new
fashions, especially in urban areas."25

The sugar chest

apparently became an unfashionable furniture form among the
elite of Nashville, but its popularity continued in less
wealthy households and in more rural areas.
Aside from factors related to style dissemination,
there were two very practical reasons why Nashvillians may
not have needed sugar chests, particularly after 1819.
Sugar chests were designed to store quantities of sugar.
People who lived in town had ready access to more and more
stores where they could purchase sugar and therefore did
not need to buy and store sugar in large quantities.
residents also owned fewer slaves and had smaller
25B. Carson, p. 31.
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households to support than planters and farmers and thus
had need for lesser amounts of sugar.
Sugar chests were common in the Middle Tennessee
counties surrounding Nashville by the late 1810s and early
1820s.

While the 1805 Bedford inventory (Rutherford

County) is more specific in its itemization of property, it
is remarkably similar to the 1806 Hutchings inventory.

At

the time of Bedford's death, his personal property
(excluding debts due the estate) consisted of the
following:
Seven Negroes, fifty-two cattle, forty hogs, two
Stallions, three draught horses, two mares, two
fillies, two colts, two thousand six hundred pounds
weight of pork, on hundred and fifty barrels of corn,
four sides of leather, fifty pounds of Cotton, three
books, six beds and furniture, four tables, one
cupboard, one desk and bookcase, one sugar chest,
fourteen chairs, forty-four dinner plates, fifteen
dishes, six knives and forks, five bowls and milk
vessels, one set of Castors, tin cups and saucers, two
tea pots, one coffee Pot, one sugar dish, one cream
pot, one tea kettle, twelve custard cups, one tea
board, one bason, two tin pans, two decanters, two tin
cannisters, four trunks, one soup Turene, one sauce
Turene, eighteen spoons, two table waiters, Twelve
breakfast plates, two sugar cannisters. one Looking
glass, one Bureau, two spinning wheels, one pair
cotton cards, two flat irons, one flax Hackle, one ink
bottle, Twelve vials, two butter pots, two iron pots,
two ovens, two kettles, one frying pan and skillet,
two pails, two piggins, two tubs, one churn, four
ploughs, five weeding hoes, two grubing hoes, five
axes, five scraping hooks, two sets of plow gear.26
This inventory also contains objects which are not
furniture but often accompany ownership of a sugar chest.
26Inventory of the Property of Thomas Bedford,
Rutherford County Wills and Inventories, January 1805, Book
2, p. 2. Emphasis added.
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Bedford owned a sugar dish and two sugar cannisters as well
as two tea pots, a tea kettle, a tea board and a coffee
pot.

According to his 1815 inventory and account of sale,

L. B. Estes of Maury County had owned a sugar chest, a
sugar box, a sugar dish,

"one pair of Sugar knippers", a

pair of sugar tongs, eleven teaspoons, one cream spoon, two
sets of tea cups and saucers, and one set of coffee cups
and saucers.27
While the residents of the surrounding Middle
Tennessee counties were a little slower in responding to
the trends of the consumer revolution than their neighbors
in Davidson County, estate records reflect that by 1820
upper-class residents of established Middle Tennessee
counties owned the same type of objects that the upper
class of Davidson County owned.

The 1819 inventory of the

property of Charles Lewis of Sumner County and the 1822
inventory of Joel Childress of Rutherford County, both of
which were discussed in Chapter 1, each included a sugar
chest as well as numerous expensive consumer goods.28

The

account of the sale of the estate of the wealthy Maury

27Inventory of the Estate of L. B. Estes, Maury County
Wills and Inventories, 1815, Book 1, pp. 227-30. Account
of the Sale of the Estate of L. B. Estes, Maury County
Wills and Inventories, December 1815, Book IB, pp. 101-08.
28Inventory of the Estate of Charles Lewis, Sumner
County Inventories and Settlements, February 1819, Book 1,
pp. 391-92.
Inventory of the Estate of Joel Childress,
Rutherford County Wills and Inventories, November 1822,
Book 5, pp. 242-45.
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County farmer William Frierson in 1820 recorded a sideboard
($80.00), a clock ($80.50), a desk and bookcase ($25.00),
and a sugar chest ($13.50) among the objects owned by the
deceased.29
Not all households which contained a sugar chest were
as elegantly appointed, however; the more typical owner of
a sugar chest fit the profile emerging in Davidson County
in the late 1810s.

Jack Turner of Robertson County and

Benjamin Kidd of Williamson County are representative of
this type of owner.

The 1826 account of the sale of

Turner's .property included the following items: a desk and
bookcase ($15.623s), a sideboard ($8.50), two dining tables
($2.25 and $5.00), a china press ($11.50), a sugar chest
($2.43%), and over 20 chairs.30
who owned fourteen slaves.

Kidd was a cotton farmer

Among the items sold at his

estate sale were a clock ($15.00), a desk ($15.18%), a
large folding table ($8.00), a sideboard ($32.00), a
"Collum Bureau"

($19,123^), and a sugar chest ($6.123s).31

The sugar chest continued to be listed among the
29Account of the Sale of the Estate of William
Frierson, Maury County Wills and Inventories, December
1823, Book 1C, pp. 75-82.
30Inventory and Account of the Sale of the Property of
Jack Turner, Robertson County Wills and Inventories, 1826,
Book 5, pp. 354-370.
31The comparatively expensive price of the "collum
bureau" may reflect its status as a newly fashionable item.
Inventory and Account of the Sale of the Property of
Benjamin Kidd, Williamson County Wills and Inventories,
January 1833, Book 5, pp. 222-24.
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furnishings owned by both comfortable and wealthy farmers
and planters until the end of the period surveyed.

John

Franklin was the son of one of the first settlers of Sumner
County.

Not only was he a wealthy planter who owned

nienty-nine slaves, but he also engaged in the New Orleans
river trade with his brothers.

He lived in "a substantial

brick house" seven miles outside of Gallatin, the county
seat.32

The inventory of Franklin's estate includes the

following: a sugar desk, a sideboard and glassware, a press
and ware, a secretary, a desk, two pairs of dining tables,
two walnut tables, a mantle clock, a "high Clock Broke," a
dozen Windsor chairs, a dozen split-bottom chairs, a halfdozen painted split-bottom chairs, two carpets, one settee,
and one card table.33

H. H. Marable of Rutherford County

owned 37 slaves according to the 1834 inventory of his
property.

Before his death, he gave his wife:

2 Negro Slaves . . . 10 feather beds & furniture, 1
desk, 1 Bureau, 1 sugar chest . . . 17 Sitting Chairs,
1 Small Sugar Chest. Dishes, Plates, Cups & Saucers,
Silver Tea & Table Spoons . . . 1 Case & Bottles . .
• •

..34

Similarly, the 1834 inventory of the substantial cotton

32Durham, pp. 4, 298.
Inventory of the Property of
John Franklin, Sumner County Inventories and Settlements,
November 1834, Book 3, pp. 350-54.
33Franklin Inventory.
34Emphasis added.
Inventory of the Estate of H. H.
Marable and Inventory of the Property given by H. H.
Marable to his Wife, Rutherford County Wills and
Inventories, February 1834, Book 9, pp. 119-20.
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planter William Allison of Williamson County included a
sugar chest.35
By the late 1820s, sugar chests were also owned by
households of lesser means like those of Joseph Biggar of
Williamson County and William Powell of Rutherford County.
The 1833 inventory of Biggar listed (in its entirety):
One negro woman, five beds and bedsteds, one bureau,
one Cuboard and furniture, one Sugar Chest, two
tables, one trunk, three spinning wheels, one looking
glass, seven Chairs, two pots and one oven, one loom
and fore plows, two pair of g[?], fore head of horses,
five head of cattle, six head of sheep, thirty head of
stock hogs, thirty five head of gees, about eight
hundred weight of bacon, about twenty barrels of corn,
two saddles, one shot gun, one grin stone.36
Powell owned two slaves, livestock comparable to Biggar,
and equipment for making whiskey; but his 1826 inventory
includes few items of furniture —

a cupboard and

furniture, four beds and bedsteads, seven split-bottom
chairs, two tables, a sugar chest, a bureau, a large table,
a trunk, and a candlestand.37

Thus, sugar chests became

familiar objects in more modest households as they had in
35Inventory of the Estate of William Allison,
Williamson County Wills and Inventories, October 1834, Book
5, pp. 453-54.
36Emphasis added. Inventory of the Property of Joseph
Biggar, Williamson County Wills and Inventories, April
1833, Book 5, p. 280.
37Inventory of the Estate of William Powell and
Account of the Sale of the Estate of William Powell,
Rutherford County Wills and Inventories, November 1826,
Book 6, pp. 271-74, 276-78.
See also Inventory of the Property of Nathan Edwards,
Sumner County Inventories and Settlements, April 1831, Book
3, p. 21.
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Davidson County by the early 1820s.
A faintly discernible pattern appears in the probate
records of Williamson County by the 1830s, a pattern
mirroring that of Davidson County.

Even in Williamson

County, where more references to sugar chests are found
than in any other Middle Tennessee county, the sugar chest
is absent in the inventories of some well-to-do
townspeople.

The inventory of the property of James C.

Hill, a commission merchant, records the highest level of
furnishings located in a Williamson County estate.

The

inventory and account of the sale of his property includes
three English carpets, over forty Windsor chairs including
a rocking chair, a sofa, fifteen framed pictures, two china
presses, a case and bottles, a piano forte, a large music
box, a backgammon table, a brass-mounted rifle, and a
silver-mounted rifle.38

Hill apparently did not own a

sugar chest although his estate included six hundred pounds
of sugar contained in three barrels.39

While William Smith

38Not only did Hill own many objects, these objects
commanded high prices at his estate sale. For example,
the piano forte sold for $356, a pair of looking glasses
for $105, the sofa for $70, the music box for $51, and the
silver-mounted rifle for $40.
Inventory of the Estate of
James C. Hill, Williamson County Wills and Inventories,
October 1831, Book 5, pp. 101-02. Account of the Sale of
the Property of James C. Hill, Williamson County Wills and
Inventories, January 1832, Book 5, pp. 144-49.
39The
inventory
merchant.
sugar, 50
pounds of

large amount of sugar itemized in Hill's
may in part be due to his status as a commission
His widow received an allotment of 250 pounds of
pounds of loaf sugar, 75 pounds of coffee, and 3
tea. Allotment to Mary Hill, Williamson County
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apparently had quite a large household since his estate
inventory included fifteen beds, bedsteads, and furniture,
a tin sugar box was the only object intended for the
storage of sugar which was listed in his inventory.40

Both

Hill and Smith were residents of Franklin, the county seat
of Williamson County, and derived their principal income
from sources other than farming.
The decline in popularity of the sugar chest among the
town elite was not discernible in other Middle Tennessee
counties during this period.

Unfortunately, inventories

comparable to those of the upper class of Nashville and
Franklin do not exist in the probate records from the other
counties.

Therefore, conclusions regarding the declining

fashionability of sugar chests in Franklin vis-a-vis other
Middle Tennessee towns are difficult to draw.

However,

several facts lend credence to the idea that Franklin was
more responsive to the stylish trends of Nashville than
were other towns.

Franklin is located only eighteen miles

from Nashville, closer than towns of consequence in the
other counties in which sugar chests were most popular.41
Wills and Inventories, October 1831, Book 5, p. 118.
40Inventory and Account of Sale of the Property of
William Smith, Williamson County Wills and Inventories,
January 1833, Book 5, pp. 232-34.
41Murfreesboro (Rutherford County) is located 32 miles
from Nashville, Gallatin (Sumner County) 25 miles, and
Columbia (Maury County) 45 miles. The strong local
traditions of Sumner County, discussed in Chapter 4, also
tend to lessen the influence of Nashville.
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Also, the importance of the link between the two towns is
highlighted by the completion in the early 1830s of a "good
McAdamized turnpike road" between Franklin and Nashville.42
This turnpike was the first of its kind constructed in
Tennessee.43

Furthermore, sugar chests were more than

twice as common in Davidson and Williamson Counties than in
any other Middle Tennessee county during the period even
when differences in population are taken into account (see
Tables 1 and 3).

It thus seems logical to assume that

patterns of use would be more similar in Davidson and
Williamson Counties than in the other counties.
The rise and decline of popularity of the sugar chest
among different sectors of society in the counties
surrounding Davidson County develops in a pattern like that
established in Davidson.
consumption.

As wealth increased, so did

The wealthiest members of Middle Tennessee

society were the first to own quantities of sugar and
therefore to require storage for it.

In the early days the

prestige attached to sugar made the presence of sugar
chests symbolic.

They were demonstrable proof of the

42Morris, p. 280.
43This turnpike was the only macadamized road leading
out of Nashville until the 1840s (Goodstein, p. 120).
John Loudon MacAdam's formula for road surfaces
consisted of placing six to ten inches of crushed stone on
a natural soil surface. An additional layer of more finely
dressed stone or gravel was then placed on top of the
crushed stone.
Capus Waynick, North Carolina Roads and
Their Builders (Raleigh: Superior Stone Company, 1952), pp.
27-28.
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ability to purchase and consume large amounts of sugar.
Since the earliest source of wealth in Tennessee was the
land, farmers were the first to be able to divert funds
into non-capital investments.

When sugar became more

readily available and less expensive, townspeople no longer
needed sugar chests.

Moreover, dining rooms and parlors in

elite households became more specialized in terms of
function and furnishings.

The sugar chest thus became an

outmoded piece of furniture among the upper class of
Nashville and then of Franklin.

Remnants of earlier

prestige clung to sugar and sugar chests among the less
wealthy and more rural (and perhaps less fashionable)
households.

For this reason, the production of sugar

chests by cabinetmakers and their appearance in inventories
did not end in the 1830s.

The daybook of Levi Cochran of

Marshall County records that his son John made a sugar
chest in 1849 which sold for $7.00.44

References to sugar

chests were found in the probate records of Dickson County
as late as 1850.45

To a certain extent, the sugar chest

became "geographically marooned" as it retained its
symbolic meaning in peripheral areas and among the less
wealthy classes of society even after technology and time

44Cochran.
45See the Account of the Sale of the Property of Garet
Hall, Dickson Administrators Settlements, March 1850, Book
2, pp. 424-25.
The Dickson County records covered a later
period of time than any other probate records reviewed.
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had rendered it nonessential in the core area of
Nashville.46
An examination of the pattern of sugar chest
distribution geographically and among different classes of
society over time provides critical information regarding
the reasons for the development of the form.

The required

factors appear to be geographic isolation from the market,
absence of ready availability to sugar, relative wealth,
and large households.
interrelated.

These factors obviously are

Geographic isolation results in lack of

access to consumer goods which cannot be locally produced.
Wealth in combination with a large household created by a
plantation economy produced the need and the desire for
large quantities of sugar.

These factors all were present

in Middle Tennessee during the first third of the
nineteenth century.

Middle Tennesseans of this period

became eager participants in the consumer revolution.
Artisans as well as farmers flocked to this rich territory.
When the demand arose for the design of a piece of
furniture in which to store, safeguard, and display the
ability to own sugar, cabinetmakers creatively adapted
known forms such as bottle cases, chests, and desks —

and

more rarely, tables, presses, bureaus, and sideboards.
These same conditions were present in parts of Kentucky
46Simon R. Charsley , Wedding Cakes and Cultural
History (London and New York: Routledge, 1992), pp. 132-37.
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during this period and later in West Tennessee.
The impact of the driving forces of consumerism and —
coexistent with it —
ignored.

fashion in Middle Tennessee cannot be

In eighteenth-century British North America,

people became increasingly absorbed with material
possessions and began to use the ownership of these goods
to communicate their social standing.
writes,

As Cary Carson

"artifacts expanded the vocabulary of an

international language that was learned and understood
wherever fashion and gentility spread."47

Faced with a

need to store large quantities of sugar and proud of their
ability to own it, Middle Tennesseans transformed sugar
chests into objects of social significance.

The sugar

chest was one of a group of consumer goods which conveyed
status, a part of a "kit" of things that went together.48
A handsomely furnished dining room required silver, sets of
china, one or more dining tables, a sideboard/ and a sugar
chest.

The combination of all these objects created a

genteel environment in an area only recently transformed
from a frontier.

When Henry Bradshaw Fearon wrote of the

47Cary Carson, "The Consumer Revolution in Colonial
America: Why Demand?" in Of Consuming Interests: The Style
of Life in the Eighteenth Century, ed. Cary Carson, Ronald
Hoffman, and Peter J. Albert (Charlottesville: University
Press of Virginia, 1994), p. 488.
48Grant McCracken discusses this phenomenon in terms
of the Diderot effect and Diderot unities in Culture and
Consumption: New Approaches to the Symbolic Character of
Consumer Goods and Activities (Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 1988), pp. 118-29.
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"elegance and inodes of luxury" and Juliana Margaret Conner
of the "fashionable and genteel style," they were
responding to the overall image conveyed by the presence of
consumer goods.49

In other words, the ownership of the

objects communicated social position and gentility.

Since

sugar chests were constructed in the prevailing
neoclassical style, they would not have seemed out of place
in a room with furniture of a similar style and probably
were unremarkable to visitors from other places.

In this

regard, the inclusion of a sugar chest among their
household furnishings did not make Middle Tennesseans less
fashionable or genteel than their counterparts on the
seaboard or in Europe, but instead reflected a local
tradition.50
As an object becomes more widespread in society, the
symbolic meaning attached to it declines, at least in the
minds of the people who once considered it desirable.51

As

both sugar and sugar chests spread through levels of
society, the urban elite of Davidson and Williamson
Counties no longer included sugar chests among their
fashionable furnishings.

During the 1820s, the elite in

Middle Tennessee, like their counterparts in the East,
49Fearon, p. 204.

Conner, September 2, 1827.

50C. Carson presents this argument in terms of
American preferences versus European preferences (pp.65152) .
51McCracken, pp. 39-40, 93-96.
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began to demand mahogany furniture in the latest styles of
New York and Philadelphia to fill the increasingly
specialized rooms of their houses.

The Nashville

cabinetmaker James B. Houston clearly produced sugar chests
since two sugar chests and one sideboard sugar chest were
included in the inventory of his estate.

His

advertisements, however, reflect his awareness of the
tastes of his patrons.

Houston advertised in 1821 that he

had received a large supply of mahogany veneers and boards
and that he had "on hand a general assortment of CABINET
FURNITURE, of the first quality executed on the best
principles, and the newest fashions, in Philadelphia and
New York."52

Local cabinetmakers also had to compete with

stylish wares imported directly from Baltimore,
Philadelphia, and New York.53

New objects such as "collum

bureaus," center tables, pianos, and Brussels carpets were
listed in wealthy inventories.
While relatively plain furniture constructed of cherry
and walnut declined in popularity among the urban elite or
52The Clarion, and Tennessee Gazette. Nashville,
Tennessee, January 13, 1821.
Advertisements by cabinetmakers claiming access to the
latest styles were not new in the 1820s, however.
In 1812,
the Nashville cabinetmaker James G. Hicks advertised in The
Clarion, and Tennessee Gazette that he had "formed a
correspondence in Philadelphia & Baltimore, by which means
he will be able at all times to furnish his customers with
the newest fashions" (October 21, 1812).
53Mass-produced furniture was also imported from
Pittsburgh and Cincinnati, Williams and Harsh, pp. 29, 4347.
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was relegated to less public spaces, the less wealthy and
those living in rural areas still attached meaning to — and
perhaps still needed —

sugar chests.

Elmore W. Williams,

the farmer and part-time cabinetmaker who made the sugar
chest illustrated in figure 36, demonstrated his own
attitude toward sugar chests by proudly inscribing a drawer
with the fact that the chest was completed on his twentyeighth birthday in 1840.54

Sugar chests had a relatively

short span of popularity among the elite of Middle
Tennessee from the beginning of the nineteenth century
until around 1820.

While sugar chests continued to be made

in Middle Tennessee throughout the 1840s and to be used in
some households, Williams's marks the end of an era.
Sugar, having become both available and affordable, no
longer connoted prestige, and neither did the chests
designed to store it.
By the late nineteenth century, sugar chests no longer
served any practical purpose.

They were relegated to back

rooms, attics, cellars, and barns, thereby insuring an
inevitable resurgence of interest in them among twentiethcentury collectors.

Sugar chests have regained symbolism,

not as visual measures of utility and wealth, but as
54The inscription on the bottom of upper right drawer
is as follows: "E. W. Williams mad/this Shugar Chest."
The inscription on the upper left drawer is as follows:
"Elmore W. Williams/was Bornd in the/year of our lord/June
the 13.1812/This was [r?]ate on/Saturday the 13 and/was
Bornd on Saturday/the 13.1812 witch/make me 28 years
old/this day his hand/and pen."
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surviving evidence of a unique southern form.

Figure 1
1795 Map of Tennessee
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Figure 2
1825 Map of Tennessee and Kentucky

Figure 3
Sugar Box, East Tennessee

Figure 4
Sugar Box, Tennessee or Kentucky

Figure 5
Sugar Chest, Davidson County, Tennessee
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Figure 6
Sugar Chest, Davidson County, Tennessee

Figure 6a
Detail of Figure

Figure 7
Sugar Chest, Lincoln County, Tennessee

Figure 8
Sugar Chest, Davidson County, Tennessee

Figure 8a
Detail of Figure
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Figure 9
Sugar Chest, Davidson County, Tennessee
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Figure 10
Sugar Chest, Davidson or Maury County, Tennessee

Figure 11
Sugar Desk, Middle or West Tennessee

Figure 12
Sugar Desk, Marshall County, Tennessee

Figure 13
Sugar Desk, Sumner County, Tennessee

Figure 13a
Detail of Figure

Figure 14
Sugar Desk, Central Kentucky

Figure 15
Sugar Desk, Sumner County, Tennessee
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Figure 16
Bottle Case, Roanoke River Basin, North Carolina

Figure 17
Sugar Case or Chest, Piedmont South Carolina

Figure 18
Sugar Stand or Chest, Sumner County, Tennessee

Figure 19
Sugar Table or Chest, Kentucky
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Figure 20
Sugar Table, Western North Carolina

Figure 21
Sideboard Sugar Chest, Marshall County, Tennessee

Figure 22
Sideboard, James Hicks, Nashville, Tennessee

Figure 23
Sugar Press, Sumner County, Tennessee
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Figure 24
Chest, Middle Tennessee

Figure 25
Sugar Bureau, Piedmont North Carolina
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Figure 26
Linen Desk, Central Kentucky
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Figure 27
Sugar Desk, Central Kentucky
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Figure 28
1842 Map of the Southeastern United States

Figure 29
Sugar Chest, Piedmont Georgia

Figure 30
Sugar Chest, Huntsville, Alabama

Figure 31
Sugar Chest, Central Kentucky

Figure 32
Sugar Chest, Central Kentucky

Figure 33
Sugar Chest, Central Kentucky

Figure 34
Sugar Chest, Henry H. Webb, Clark County, Kentucky

Figure 35
Sugar Chest, Logan County, Kentucky

Figure 36
Sugar Chest, Elmore W. Williams, Davidson County, Tennessee
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